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Big Pharma and

VacciNazis

Dear Editor,
It was disappointing to see Matthew
Reichbach’s “Vaccinate Now!” piece in the
most recent Alibi [v28, i23] with no
inclusion or discussion of other viewpoints
regarding vaccine safety. 

While many believe “the science is in”
(per Big Pharma), there is no science on
vaccines. There are no peer-reviewed
studies. The pharmaceutical industry is a
very powerful one, spending $5.4 billion
dollars annually on influencing the media.
Their corruption has been exposed in the
past, [when] they’ve promoted drugs as “safe
and effective” that they knew to be
dangerous, such as Vioxx and today
OxyContin, among others. What are
60,000[-plus] deaths when there’s money to
be made?

Vaccines are legally designated as
“unavoidably unsafe” and the industry is the
only industry with zero accountability, zero
liability—no one can sue for injury or death
due to their products. Their “regulatory
agencies,” the CDC and FDA, have major
conflicts of interest—the CDC owning
dozens of hugely profitable vaccine patents
and maintaining a rotating door for their
CEOs with high-paying positions within
the pharmaceutical manufacturing
corporations.

The pharmaceutical industry also
outspends all other lobbies to lobby
Congress to pass mandatory vaccine bills
aimed at convincing the public that
unvaccinated children are “the problem.” If
vaccines work, why are the unvaccinated
such a problem? Herd immunity? There is
ample evidence that “vaccine shedding,”
the shedding of injected viruses by
vaccinated children, is what’s spread polio,
pertussis and now measles. So whose
children are putting whose at risk?

Those of us who question vaccine safety
get called “anti-vaxxers,” a term used to

Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to

letters@alibi.com. Letters can also be mailed to P.O. Box 81, Albuquerque, N.M., 87103. Letters—

including comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length and

clarity; owing to the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.
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ostracize and marginalize people who
question “the authorities.” Shall those of us
who question authorities and want to see
peer-reviewed, legitimate studies call pro-
vaxxers a name? VacciNazis, perhaps? This
name-calling is immature and divisive,
entirely unhelpful to a conversation that
desperately needs to be had. 

Most people who question vaccines have
done a lot of research, and/or have had or
known a vaccine-injured child. Many do
not oppose the concept of vaccines but do
oppose untested and (read the vaccine
inserts) dangerous ingredients [being
injected] into any human. Many would
consider safe vaccines, like Japan’s, but
what we currently use in the US falls way
short of that description. Today there are
roughly 72 vaccines given in shots of 6
vaccines at a time, containing high
amounts of mercury/thimerosal and/or
aluminum compared to the “permissible
levels.”

In Japan, the US vaccines were banned
for being dangerous. Vaccines are still
available and are used but are far cleaner
and not given before the age of 2. The
infant mortality rate went way down after
the implementation of this change. Sweden
recently banned US vaccines for the same
reasons as Japan. The US is now the sickest
industrialized nation on Earth. There are
many contributors to this but the “sacred
cow” of vaccination may be one of the
biggest. It may be that what is hidden in
plain sight is what we need to take a look
at. a

Aleia Ruth,

Albuquerque

Letters should be sent with the writer’s name,

address and daytime phone number via email to

letters@alibi.com. They can also be faxed to

(505) 256-9651. Letters may be edited for

length and clarity, and may be published in any

medium; we regret that owing to the volume of

correspondence we cannot reply to every letter.

Word count limit for letters is 300 words.

Correction: In last week's "Event Horizon" [V28 i25], we referred to the new album by Albuquerque

band Russian Girlfriends as The Day We Put the Dog Down. That is the title of the band's lead single.

The album it comes from is titled In the Parlance of Our Times. Weekly Alibi regrets the error.
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Dateline: Alabama
A wanted man posted a video last week

denying police allegations that he fed

methamphetamine to what newspapers are

calling an “attack squirrel.” Fox News reports

that Mickey Paulk posted the video on his

Facebook page and on YouTube last week in

response to accusations made by the

Limestone County Sheriff ’s Office that he fed

a squirrel methamphetamine to keep it

aggressive. “You can’t give squirrels meth, it

would kill them. I’m pretty sure—I’ve never

tried it.” In the video, a squirrel can be seen

running in the foreground. According to

police, Paulk is wanted for multiple charges

including possession of a controlled substance.

Authorities raided a residence in Athens the

day before the video was posted on a tip that

Paulk was raising an “attack squirrel” in the

home. Paulk wasn’t there, but another man

was. The squirrel was also present. Police

arrested the man on drug charges and released

the squirrel into the wild. Authorities said

they were unable to determine whether it had

drugs in its system, because “there was no safe

way to test the squirrel for meth.” Illegal

substances, drug paraphernalia and body armor

were reportedly confiscated at the scene. In his

video, Paulk claims that the search was

conducted at a home where he lived in the

past. He claims he is no longer a resident

there. He also questions how he can be

charged if he wasn’t on the property at the

time of the raid. Paulk, who has yet to be

arrested, spoke in a phone interview with

reporters at WAAY in Alabama. He called the

squirrel his best friend and said it’s safe,

healthy and completely unaware of its

newfound fame. Paulk says he plans to get a

lawyer before turning himself in. It is illegal to

keep a squirrel as a pet in Alabama.

Dateline: India
A farmer who calls himself President Donald

Trump’s “biggest fan” unveiled a six-foot statue

of the president on the leader’s birthday that

he built for the purpose of offering up prayers.

According to The Times of India, Bussa

Krishna, a farmer from Konne village in the

Jangaon district in India, applied tilak to the

statue’s forehead and garlanded it before

performing the Hindu ritual of abhishek and

chanting “Jai Jai Trump” (“Glory be to

Trump”). Krishna says he worships Trump

because he admires the president’s “bold

attitude” and “strong leadership.” He made

headlines last year after he told reporters that

he had put up a photo of the president in his

prayer room and worshipped it as he did other

Hindu deities. He reportedly offers the photo

turmeric and flowers. Krishna claims that on

the day of of the India vs Pakistan World Cup

cricket match, Trump visited him in a dream.

It’s because of this that he attributes India’s

win to the president. He says he believes his

devotion to Trump will improve relations

between the US and India. Krishna hopes to

meet the president. In the meantime, he has

sworn to offer prayers to the statue every day.

Dateline: Michigan
A YouTuber has temporarily bought Hell,

Mich., and renamed it “Gay Hell,” to irritate

President Donald Trump. ABC-12 in

Michigan reports that Elijah Daniel celebrated

Pride Month by purchasing the small town for

three days. The price of the transaction was

not publicly disclosed. Daniel said he made

the purchase in response to Trump’s decision

to deny US embassies’ requests to fly the pride

flag during Pride Month. He tweeted: “So as of

today, I am now the owner of Hell, Michigan.

I bought the whole town. And [in] my first act

as owner, I have renamed my town to Gay

Hell, MI. The only flags allowed to fly are

pride.” Former mayor John Colone told

reporters that the whole thing was a publicity

stunt to raise awareness, and that Daniel is

only in charge for three days. He said it was

unlikely that he would consider selling the

town permanently. “Unless he comes up with

a lot of money,” said Colone. Media attention

has brought tourists wishing to show their

support to Gay Hell. Yvonne Williams,

minister of Hell’s Chapel of Love, told

reporters “everyone is welcome in hell and

that’s what we’re all about.”

Dateline: Wisconsin
A woman named Marijuana Pepsi Vandyck

recently earned her Ph.D with her dissertation

on uncommon names in the classroom. The

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel reports that

Vandyck received her doctorate last month

after eight years of study. Her dissertation,

“Black names in white classrooms: Teacher

behaviors and student perceptions,” earned

her a Ph.D in leadership for the advancement

of learning and service in higher education

from Cardinal Stritch University. Vandyck

said she struggled to prove herself in spite of

her unique name. “People make such a big

deal out of it, I couldn’t get away from it,” she

told a reporter. “I’m going to be called Dr.

Marijuana Pepsi.” She says people have tried

to convince her to change her name legally or

be called by something different, but she

refuses. For her dissertation, she interviewed

black students at the University of Wisconsin-

Whitewater about the effect that their black

names have had on their academic careers,

focusing on how teachers respond to them. In

many cases, she found that teachers singled

out the students and asked them to explain

their names. Vand  yck has reportedly never

consumed cannabis in any form. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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ABQ Crime Down
The recently released New Mexico Legislative
Finance Committee’s Performance Report Card
says that crime trends are down from previous
years in Albuquerque. 

The report card was released last week. It
reviewed data from various state agencies to
create an overall image of their performance.
According to the “Public Safety” section of the
report, preliminary data suggests that property
crime dropped 17 percent in Albuquerque
between 2017 and 2018. Violent crime has gone
down by one percent during that time. Across
the state, DWI incidents and prison admissions
have also decreased.

According to KOB, the Albuquerque Police
Department currently has over 900 officers but
still needs around 300 more. Albuquerque
Mayor Tim Keller told reporters that attracting
incoming freshman officers will allow the
department to promote experienced officers to
detective positions, where they can offer more
toward efforts to battle violent crime, crimes
against children and domestic violence.

Seven new officers were sworn in last week.

Gila Diversion Meets Resistance
State regulators are putting a multi-billion
dollar plan to divert the Gila River on hold while
facing criticism from environmental groups and
state leaders.

The project is the result of the Arizona Water
Settlement Act, passed in 2004, that allowed
for water exchange between Arizona and New
Mexico. In 2014, the New Mexico Interstate
Stream Commission voted to use federal funds
provided by the legislation to divert the Gila
River. According to NM Political Report, the
state has already spent $15 million on the
project, provided by the the US Bureau of
Reclamatiotion, since that time. It has also spent
$2 million in state funds.

In April, Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham line-
item vetoed nearly $1.7 million in New Mexico
Unit funding for the project. A representative
told reporters the governor had been openly
against it. Last week the Silver City Sun News
reported that Senator Tom Udall said, “To
sacrifice the Gila to a project that the state can’t
afford and that might not ever yield enough
water, would be irresponsible.” The Wildlife
Federation is reportedly opposing the project,
voicing concerns over its environmental impact.

According to KRQE, the Interstate Stream
Commission is reviewing the plan, but won’t
make a decision until September. Commissioners
decided to spend $948,000 to continue work
on an environmental impact statement that has
not been publicly released. 

BernCo Unveils Tiny Home Village Plans
Bernalillo County presented its plans for a tiny
home community being built in southeast
Albuquerque that will help homeless people
transition to new homes. 

According to KOB, the village will include 30
tiny homes and a community building with
restrooms, showers and a kitchen. The county
will be providing resources to help residents
transition out of the village and into permanent
homes. Funding for the site was secured by two
general obligation bonds passed by voters in
2016 and 2018. It will be located on a vacant lot
behind the Albuquerque Indian Center at Zuni
and Texas. 

Construction on the community is slated to
begin in October. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | COMMENTARY

Waiting for the Flood
Trump’s immigration policies affect Burque

conditions,” Kitson said. “There are a lot of

families and kids because just like anywhere

around the world, it is our instinct to protect

them and provide the best for them.” There

are about 850,000 people facing deportation

currently, Kitson said.

There are five qualifying elements in a

credible fear claim. An asylum seeker must

prove they are being persecuted because of at

least one of the elements upon which asylum is

granted. There must be a fear of harm or

persecution based—race, religion, nationality,

political opinion or social affiliations. Natural

disaster relief can also work as an element for

asylum. Kitson said there is still family

separation going on because of the legal terms

defining family ties. For instance, a child with

its mother may not be separated but a child

with its grandmother or other family member

probably will be separated. “A lot of harm is

being done in the process,” she said.

For You
According to the American Civil Liberties

Union, if you are undocumented and are

stopped by any law enforcement officer

including Border Patrol, you have the right to

remain silent and to ask for an attorney. You

do not have to provide information such as

where you were born, how long you have been

in the country, etc. Remember silent is silent.

Refusing a search does not give agents

probable cause for a search. Never provide fake

documents or say you are a US Citizen if you

are not. You can videotape interactions during

vehicle stops, on private property or at

checkpoints, but not at ports of entries or on

government property.

Good Advice
• Let’s start with the words we use. From your

own vocabulary, take out the words illegal and

alien, and don’t generalize people along the

lines of race or ethnicity. Keep those around in

check by correcting them politely. Use more

accurate words, such as “undocumented” and

“naturalized citizen,” in your conversations, as

this humanizes members of these marginalized

communities.

• Never, never, ever out your

undocumented family, friends, neighbors or

coworkers. It is the undocumented person’s

choice to be vocal or to be quiet about their

immigration status. They must weigh the risks

associated with publicly outing themselves.

Outing undocumented citizens puts them in

danger.

• Stand up for your undocumented family,

friends, coworkers, neighbors and all workers

hiding in the shadows. Use your privilege to

protest, call and write letters to representatives

all the way up the chain. Take action when

you see injustice.

• Help provide food, shelter, transportation

or donate to one of the several groups working

24/7 to help migrants on many levels. Let the

undocumented know that you care, that you

see them and you have their back.

The Root
What is needed is not a border fence but more

humanitarian aid, including funds to help

establish and maintain agricultural systems and

civic infrastructure (including police) in

Central American countries experiencing

catastrophic changes. These changes are due

to global warming and endemic warfare among

drug gangs and cartels. These issues have

caused an estimated one percent of the entire

population of Guatemala and Honduras to be

on the move, only to be apprehended at the

border by American government officers and

returned to the danger and dysfunction of

their homeland. a

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

T
he Trump administration’s continued

threats to forcibly round up, detain and

deport those who do not have perfect

immigration documentation is causing fear

and confusion among many citizens.

The Posture
Last week, President Donald Trump kicked off

his reelection campaign. In order to keep his

base happy, he issued a statement that his

Immigration and Customs Enforcement

officers would begin aggressive removals of

thousands, possibly millions, of undocumented

people from cities across America. He croaked,

barked and spoke in convoluted terms about

his intentions.

But in a manipulative turn, he then took

the threat back a few days later, saying he

would give Democrats in Congress two weeks

to come up with an immigration deal—he

would indeed sic his minions on

undocumented asylum seekers nationwide, in

the process, disrupting children, families and

homes, or something something horrid like

that if Congress does not come up with a

compromise deal.

Not Here
Albuquerque joined a number of other cities

including Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Baltimore, DC, Chicago, Atlanta, New York

and others in expressing no support for the

plan or its threatened deployment. Municipal

governments also said no to resources or help

for any such sweep by Immigration Customs

Enforcement officers. “We condemn the

current administration’s attacks on

immigrants, threats of mass deportations, raids,

child separation, and deaths in detention. We

are a city where all are welcome. We will stand

with immigrants in promotion of human rights

and dignity. We do not and will not use local

resources to assist potential ICE actions in any

way,” Mayor Tim Keller said via Twitter in

response to these un-American and draconian

threats.

Inside/Outside
In the May 22 segment of “New Mexico In

Focus” Facebook Live, immigration attorney

Rebecca Kitson took on a fraction of the

complex topics of asylum, refugees and

immigration and chatted it down to

understandable points. Kitson said she recently

did some volunteer legal work at a migrant

shelter in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas,

where a bulk of the children and

unaccompanied minors are held. “Our laws do

allow for people to apply for these forms of

relief and not be held in inappropriate

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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NEWS | INTERVIEW

A Progressive Opportunity
Ane Romero can flip District 4

With that in mind, we met with wunderkind
politico Ane Romero about her bid to claim
District 4 for forward-thinking citizens in the
city of Albuquerque.

Weekly Alibi: Let’s start generally and

move toward specifics.

Ane Romero: Okay. I am the daughter of
educators. Both of my parents are public school
teachers. My mom also taught at Highlands
University. My husband’s a teacher, too. I’m a
14th-generation New Mexican. I really view
myself as a changemaker. Growing up, my
parents always instilled a sense of responsibility
in us, a responsibility to give back to your
community. That is what really helped me start
on my path. I’ve worked at the national and
international level trying to get a better handle
on behavioral health, developing programs
along the way.

That’s really interesting, considering that

Albuquerque has recently had to confront

some issues, like crime, homelessness and

drug addiction, that hinge on behavioral

health and behavioral health programs.

How will you bring your expertise on the

subject to bear on the City Council 

and on the city?

Actually, that is the foundation of why I am
running. I would be the only person on the City
Council that has that sort of expertise, working
directly with those populations [homeless and/or
drug addicted]. One of the key programs I’d like
to initiate through the city is a partnership with
the City and APS to implement a mental health
in schools program. We can’t just keep focusing
on the back end, when people are in crisis, when
folks are getting incarcerated, when they can’t
have access to services. We also have to be
looking at preventative measures, work that can
be done to avert a crisis.

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
mmediately after meeting with Ane Romero

and her campaign manager on Sunday

morning, I rushed back to mi chante to do a

little research on City Council District 4, the

locus of this candidate’s current campaign.

Though I’d spoken about the district in the

past—in fact jumbling some data about the

place’s psychogeography, which I later learned

from a trusted source wasn’t so off the mark—

the fact is I know a heck a lot about Burque.

But here is something that I did not know

until this weekend: Sandia Heights (which I

had presumed to be part of District 4) is in fact

an unincorporated area of Bernalillo County,

represented by Lonnie Talbot on the County

Commission. I’m starting to get it now, but the

area just West of there—and North past Paseo

Del Norte, too—is all part of District 4.

The area has a much different feel to it than

the rest of Burque, inasmuch as it is solidly

suburban, yet still includes the hugely successful

and architecturally pleasing business and

industrial park created by the publishers of the

Albuquerque Journal in the early ’80s and

stretching along Jefferson Avenue and sparsely

populated outskirts like those north of Jefferson

and Alameda.

For the past 20 years, that entire realm has

been represented by Brad Winter, a local

politician and educator with his own Wikipedia

page, which says, by the way, that his district

has become “a Republican stronghold.” That

may have been true in the past but it doesn’t

look like it will hold fast for this year’s Council

election on Nov. 5.

For one thing, Winter, an acolyte and one

time political appointee of la Tejana, isn’t

running for reelection.

The second thing is a big one, though. The

Republicans didn’t throw a big name or a

known politico, ni nada, into this race. Instead,

representing elephants everywhere, District 4

has Brook Bassan, a political neophyte with no

policy or governance background, bound to a

race where she may very well be overshadowed

by a highly motivated, progressively minded

Democrat.

We know that the election has been offered

to the public as “nonpartisan” but the truth is

that members of the Berry administration and

one still-serving member of the council

(Winter) did much to politicize the council as

the lapdogs of la Tejana and her Svengali, Jay

McCleskey.

In order to move the city along in a

progressive matter, citizens must seriously

consider voting Republicans out of office at

every opportunity. That party is clearly

responsible for much of the dysfunction

inherited by both Mayor Keller and Governor

Lujan Grisham. We must also remember that

the GOP is the party of Trump.

What sort of background do you have on

these sorts of subjects?

When I was in college in 2005, I wrote a piece
of legislation for the New Mexico Senate, Joint
Memorial 61, which was about suicide
prevention. It successfully passed the state
legislature. It garnered national attention. That
led to my work in Washington, DC, overseeing
the Congressional Mental Health Caucus,
which I did for about 9 years. I got to work on
some of the most impactful mental health
legislation in the history of the US. So given all
that experience, I want to bring that to our city.
I want to make Albuquerque the flagship city
for how to handle behavioral health and
consequentially, how to reduce crime.

What sort of specific legislation would you

bring before the Council?

One of the things I want to implement is a “no
wrong door policy.” What that means is it is
designed for individuals who get caught up in
the system. We have to ensure that there’s a
pathway they can be diverted to. If an
individual is arrested, we have to have a clear
understanding of their needs, of what type of
services and resources are available. We have to
be able to send such individuals to appropriate
placements. No one should have to wait in jail
because they’re poor or mentally ill. But violent
criminals shouldn’t be released either; we still
need to determine what services and resources
we can provide them. As it is, people enter the
system, exit and then are back in within hours.

What else would you like to see done on the

mental health front?

As a city, we need to gain a better
understanding of the resources in our
community. We have to be able to get that
message about resources out to citizens all over
the city. The one question I often ask people is,
“If someone you know was in crisis at this
moment, where would you turn for help?”

What do you do in a situation like that? It

sounds very stressful. I don’t know where

I’d turn for help.

Exactly. Folks don’t have a good idea of what
to do when someone is having a mental health
crisis. You need to get them help, but how and
with whom? We need to communicate and
work together to make better outcomes
possible. When I came back, I did some of my
own research and found that some [behavioral
health and/or homeless] organizations that
were across the street from each other weren’t
communicating.

I talked with Councilor Benton about that.

He says it’s been an ongoing process to

get that going and maintain it.

In 2016, I started one of the main mental
health events in the city. I brought about 30
organizations together to foster
communication and mutual growth. These
groups started working together, started
organizing along the same lines. As a City
Councilor, I’d like to help build community.
We’ve really gotten to a place where folks
don’t know their neighbors. The best way to
address violence and crime is to diminish the
bad things that are happening in our city by
building connectedness. If you know and value
your neighbor, you’re going to watch out for
them.

That’s great. We feel like building

community is an essential goal of

progressivism and we’re glad you are in

tune with that. Are there specific issues in

District 4 that you are 

planning to address?

I love where we live! It’s made up of
individuals from so many different
backgrounds. We have a lot of seniors, some
who have retired from the labs and have lived
in the community for decades. It’s an area that
has seen huge growth since the 1980s. Some of
the key issues have to do with streets and roads
and parks, as well. I also see crime as a key
concern.

How do you feel about 

community policing?

I’m a member of the Northeast Community
Policing Council. In that capacity, I’ve gone
on a ride along with APD to get a good sense
of what’s happening. I’m the type of person
who wants to get to the root of the problem. I
dive in to look at the whole issue. There has
been a rise in property crime among seniors in
the district. The best way to fight that is
through building community, though
community policing efforts. That’s what we’re
doing with the policing council. We work
directly with APD and members of the
community—together. I already have a
productive relationship with Commander
[Joseph] Burke (APD Northeast Heights
Command), I plan to bring that [positivity] to
the Council.a

District 4 City Council Candidate Ane Romero COURTESY OF THE CANDIDATE
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What’s your advice for new stand-up
comedians?
The main thing that I always tell to a young
performer is to just try to do your craft as much as
you can. Don’t worry about getting famous. Don’t
worry about trying to make the most money.
Don’t try to get into the thing and have one good
night and believe you deserve the whole world.
The best thing you can do is to practice it. Do it
as often as you can, and let your audience come
to you. 
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Fire Round:

Red or green chile?
Red.

Would you rather never wear a hat
again or never be able to 

blow your nose again?
Blow my nose! I’ve got to wear a hat.

Describe your ideal hot dog.
It’s grilled with the grill marks, kind of well-

done. Mustard, ketchup, relish and
jalapeno.

How do you like your eggs?
Scrambled with feta cheese.a

Cedric the Entertainer
Saturday, June 29, 8pm
Isleta Resort & Casino 

11000 Broadway Blvd. SE

FOUND OBJECTS

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

BY COURTNEY FOSTER

I
t’s not everyday that you get to speak to royalty.
But this week, Weekly Alibi was graced with a
conversation with one of the original Kings of

Comedy, Cedric the Entertainer. Somehow
finding time between his widely famous network
TV shows, “The Neighborhood” and “The Last
O.G.,” and his ambitious film career, Cedric the
Entertainer is touring the country with a new
stand-up special. You can catch him on Saturday,
June 29 at 8pm at Isleta Resort & Casino (11000
Broadway Blvd. SE).

Weekly Alibi: Tell me about this stand-up
special you’re touring on.
Cedric: I’m just out on the road, having a good
time and developing some new material. You
know, I’ve had these two TV shows last year so
it’s really been a great year of just being on “The
Neighborhood” on CBS and “The Last O.G.” on
TBS. It’s just been really busy and so it’s nice to
take the opportunity to kinda get back out there
and hit the road, get in front of that live audience
and write jokes again. I’m just having a good
time.

Have you ever been to ABQ before?
I have! It was probably about six or seven years
ago—it’s been a while. I’ve had my share of red
and green chile. It’s all about your chile gangs
down there, right?

So besides “The Neighborhood” and “The
Last O.G.,” are you working on any new
projects?
I’m also very active as a producer so we’ve got a
couple of shows in development. I’m looking at
doing a lot, from dramas to comedies. I’m really
excited about getting some of these ideas going
without necessarily being on camera but still
being directly involved with these shows. Other
than the upcoming “Lip Sync to the Rescue”
show that I’m doing for CBS this summer, which
will be a lot of fun. It’s the lip sync battles but
with first responders.

Do you like working with CBS?
Yeah, CBS has been great. They’ve been the
number one place for multi-camera sitcoms. You
can go all the way back to “Two and a Half Men”
and “The Big Bang Theory,” they’ve had a really
great run of it. And now to have an African
American lead on this network, which isn’t
necessarily something that had been prevalent for
them but it’s been great. They’ve worked really
hard at making sure that my voice is recognized.

I feel like we’ve seen a huge shift from the
“tune in every Sunday” concept to the
streaming culture. How do you feel about
being on a major television network as
opposed to Netflix or Hulu? 
I think that when it comes down to it, we have a
certain degree of traditions that people in this
country kind of always lean to. When the
younger generation, the more tech-savvy
generations, come into play, you definitely see

that they feel the
streaming services are
the more vogue or hip
place to go to but this
kind of sit down in front
with the family,
everybody gathered is
the kind of unique, core
family values. It’s
something that everyone
can watch together and
it’s something that I feel
is still necessary in the
world.

You’ve been in this
business for a long
time. You’re a comedic
staple, an icon. What
are some of the
differences that
you’ve seen with how
things are in the
comedy culture,
specifically stand-up
culture, compared to
how things were when
you were first getting
started?
Well, of course, the
biggest thing is the new
emergence of the
“Instagram
Comedian”—those
people who have a lot of
followers. They’ll do the
skits on Instagram and they now have the ability
to come and sell out comedy clubs or take a
veteran comedian’s spot at a comedy club, and
they’re not someone who’s really earned a true
following and that’s that new kind of space where
people would say “Oh, I haven’t seen this
coming,” where a guy who would go and work out
in clubs and try to build his name up would have
to compete with two million followers and
nobody knows who he is except for the people
that follow him. And so that kind of new spacing
is the thing that I see as a new challenge for club
owners or supporters. I mean, you’ve got to
respect it for the fact that you’re able to talk to
your core audience and get to your fans and have
people who like you—that’s something you’ve got
to treat very special. You can’t disregard it. You
see this work to the advantage of the Kim
Kardashians and the Kevin Harts and all these
people who really know how to go get their
audience—you’ve got to give that value.

Have you seen any differences in the joke
structures themselves?
Yeah, it’s not really about crafting the big well
thought-out, smartly written clever joke all the
time. I mean, you definitely have some young,
funny comedians out there that work hard and
really make a name for themselves but nowadays
it’s really about the quick hit. It’s derived from
people in comedy and their audience is on their
phones and so therefore they’ve got a short
attention span and they just want the “spoon feed
me the joke and let me laugh and there you go.” 

ARTS | INTERVIEW

Poet, You Know It
Join poet Demetria Martinez for an evening of
readings and community at WOC: Featuring
Demetria Martinez on Thursday, June 27 from
6pm to 8pm at El Chante: Casa de Cultura (804
Park Ave. SW). Come on the early side to catch
the self-identified women of color open mic at
this free, all-ages event. 

Watching Your Language
When the extent of the event description is,
“Words! Music! Emotions! Wine!” you can expect
anything ranging from a Christmas Eve at home
with your loving extended family to a full-bore
blowout rendition of Who’s Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? Find out just what exactly is going on at
q-Staff Theatre (400 Broadway Blvd. SE) on
Friday, June 28 at 7pm when Chelsea Bunn,
Leila Chatti, Maria DeBlassie and Steven
Romero bring you Bad Mouth: Summer Summer.
Tickets start at $5. For more information about
this event, see q-staff.com. 

Borderline 
The folk and folklore of the 19th century
Mexican border states from the Gulf of Mexico
clear over to the Pacific find new life in Otila:
Linda Frontera by the dance company Yeztli
Danza y Arte opening Friday, June 28 at 7pm at
the African American Performing Arts Center
(310 San Pedro Dr. NE). Tickets for this all-ages
event are $20, with a $5 break for students and
seniors. For more information and tickets, see
eventbrite.com.

Lose Sleep Over This

Of the big ones (more than 100 meters), there
are over 150 million asteroids orbiting around
our very own solar system. How likely is it that
one will crash into the Earth and kill everyone on
the planet? You can make that your very first
question to a friendly docent when you walk in
the door at Asteroid Day on Sunday, June 30
from 10am to 2pm at the New Mexico Museum
of Natural History & Science (1801 Mountain
Rd. NW). Got even more concerns? Then seek
out the curator of the exhibition, Dr. Tom
Prettyman, on hand to answer questions at an
“Asteroid Advice Booth.” This international
event is all part of a campaign to “educate
people worldwide about asteroids, the impact
hazard they may pose, and what we can do to
protect our planet, families, communities, and
future generations.” The odds are looking good,
so don’t miss out on this all-ages event that is
included with your museum admission. For more
information (about the event, not how to survive
an impact event), see nmnaturalhistory.org. a

Are You Not Entertained?
Cedric talks CBS, stand-up and ABQ

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

NASA/JPL-CALTECH
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COURTESY OF THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

ARTS | MAGNIFIED

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

F
rom the tree removal to the business

closings to the traffic congestion, it has

become a popular pastime for drivers

and pedestrians navigating Central Avenue

to criticize both the merit and the

execution of the Albuquerque Rapid Transit

(ART) project. On our best days, we remain

hopeful; on our worst, we curse the thing.

Leaving that aside, let’s consider the little

“a” art of the ART project. Soon

(hopefully) these buses will be on the road

and with them comes new public art worthy

of closer inspection, if for no other reason

than its declarative intent issued by the

mayor. 

This month, Albuquerque Mayor Tim

Keller released renderings of the new ART

buses with this statement: “These buses will

also have a new distinctively New Mexico

look; something to better reflect our

Burqueño spirit.” In this case, the

“Burqueño spirit” is found in the new bus

graphic full of balloons in bright colors, set

against the purple Sandias with flowering

desert plants and happy desert creatures

frolicking (is that roadrunner smiling at

me?). Drawn in a flat cartoonish style, it

would be all too easy to see Bugs Bunny

pointing out the wrong turn in this scene.

As a bus graphic, it could be worse. As

public art as important as this should be, it

falls flat. With such lofty goals as to reflect

“our Burqueño spirit” while still being on

the side of a bus, it could be so much more.

Let’s consider some of the many other ideas. 

Albuquerque’s graffiti is second to none

and some of the finest artwork in this city

could use a more public, sanctioned

platform. Graffiti is a contemporary and

honest view of how many in this city feel

at any given moment. Why not turn loose

the graffiti artists on the buses? Who would

not enjoy seeing fresh, local work to rival

pre-Giuliani New York streaming along our

main corridor? 

Alternatively, it can easily be argued

that no city is better known for lawyer ads.

We already have some of the finest big

head-plus-slogan lawyer advertising in the

country. With those plus the mythology

built around Albuquerque from television,

we could easily justify filling the ART

buses with legal ads while making a buck

in the process. Is that not also a true

reflection of our Burqueño spirit? 

Or maybe just coat them in the latest

fire truck visibility colors of lime-yellow or

bright white. It’s modern, practical and the

visibility is an asset in announcing their

arrival (when they arrive). The spirit of

both drivers and pedestrians will be

soothed with the clarity of knowing where

the bus is from great distances.

Ridiculous ideas, maybe, but to capture

“our Burqueño spirit” in a public

transpiration project is a tall order under

the best of circumstances and clearly, no

one would argue that ART has been a

project conducted under the best of

circumstances. These graphics are too

simplistic and bland to reflect anything

about the people of Albuquerque, but

especially for a project so fraught with

negative experiences badly in need of a PR

turnaround. The new bus graphics are a

missed opportunity to create something out

of these buses that does truly reflect the

“Burqueño spirit” under the sway of our

better angels.  a

The Art of ART
Reflecting Burqueño spirit on the bus

The new Albuquerque Rapid Transit bus graphics
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FOOD | RESTAURANT REVIEW

BY DAN PENNINGTON

G
rowing up, we were sold on the idea of
breakfast being the most important meal
of the day. Granted, it was probably an

excuse for cereal companies to load kids up
with sugar and send them into classrooms as
little hellions, but the idea stuck in my mind
after all these years. Breakfast is a tricky meal.
You’ve got to get up early enough to be there
before a kitchen closes the breakfast section
and transitions fully into lunch. Beyond that,
you’ve gotta hope that they actually know
what they’re doing when it comes to making
the food, because somehow tons of breakfast
places still can’t cook an over medium egg
right. How is their bacon? Too crispy? Not
crispy enough? So many small factors go into
making a breakfast worth going out for, and
those factors are at the forefront of Duke City
Kitchen.

Duke City Kitchen popped up in the
parking lot next to Lomas and Manzano a few
months ago and immediately appeared on my
radar. Located only a few blocks from where I
live, I finally had a new breakfast place to go
explore. Unfortunately I also have the worst
sleep hygiene of anyone in the city and rarely
wake up early enough to get there before I
have to go on with my day. The curse of late-
night existence and a love of early morning
food struck again.

But then the stars aligned. Due to early
morning appointments, I was awake and
mobile, finally able to stop by. A brief look at
the menu showed an incredibly inventive
selection that honored the classics but wasn’t
afraid to take chances with flavor combos that
shouldn’t work. I ended up going for a classic,
something that was a spin on what I love and
something that sounded altogether too crazy to
work. 

With coffee in hand, the waitress brought
out the first order, the Huevos ($10). You can’t
call yourself a New Mexican if you don’t love
huevos rancheros. It is a simple and amazing
dish that’s hard to do wrong, but even harder
to do well. Their take on it features blue corn
tortillas, three eggs, butter browns (think hash
browns but softer), your choice of chile, cheese
and garnish. The eggs were done perfectly, the
cheese evenly melted and deliciously gooey.
There’s nothing worse than mediocre huevos

rancheros, which was something this dish
managed to sidestep with no issues at all.

Then came the Hog Hash ($11). This dish
is a meat lover’s paradise, served with the
butter browns, sausage, chorizo, thick-cut
diced bacon, diced ham served with choice of
chile or bacon sausage gravy, all topped with
cheese and eggs. There is something magical
about this dish that I can’t really convey with
words. Maybe my carnivorous heart was just

beef that fills your mouth with every bite.
Maybe it was the fact that I’ve never
experienced all these flavors working in
tandem, and my body reacted happily to
something new and different. Or maybe it was
just because this is one hell of a hamburger,
and risks deserve to be rewarded. All I can tell
you is that your biggest disservice to yourself in
life is not giving this a shot at least once,
because I have finally found love after 30 years
of life on Earth, and it’s with this insane
burger. 

I have one issue with Duke City Kitchen, a
simple fix that will probably change over time:
I want them to stay open later. Usually closing
around “2ish” according to their sign, this is
the kind of food I would prefer to have access
to all day long. My hope, dearest readers, is
that if you help fill the seats of this food
haven, they will have no choice but to stay
open later to let me get this burger as a late-
night snack. So, I beseech you, do not miss out
on Duke City Kitchen. We don’t get
adventurous culinary chances often, and I
would hate to see that vanish. a

Duke City Kitchen
5016 Lomas Blvd. NE

503-6449
dukecitykitchen.com

Hours: Tue-Sat: 7am-2pm

Sun: 8am-1pm, breakfast only
Vibe: Chillaxed breakfast and lunch joint

Alibi Recommends: The Betty, The Betty 
and The Betty

Flavors Far-out and Familiar
Duke City Kitchen rules AM roost

satiated by the sheer amount of meat that this
dish provided, all the fleshy and fatty breakfast
staples combined into one ultimate dish that I
shredded into a mess of color and flavor, its
chunks no longer identifiable. This was an
absolute dream to consume, with the chile just
the right amount of hot for a breakfast meal.
The bacon was very thick and crunchy which
complemented the softness of the rest of the
dish, creating a texture jamboree in my mouth. 

I mentioned a third item, something that
was too wild not to try. They offer lunch
starting at 11am, featuring mostly sandwiches
and burgers. When I asked my waitress what
the weirdest thing on the menu was, she
suggested the Betty ($12). This hamburger
features peanut butter, green chile, sharp
cheddar and blackberry jam on a ciabatta roll.
Now, I’m willing to try things that don’t fit the
mold every now and then, but this was
legitimately the strangest combo I’ve seen in a
long time in the 505. Peanut butter and jelly
with cheese, beef and chile can’t work. I know
those flavors intimately and while certain
combinations of them work together, there
was no way these could mesh. I have never
been more wrong in my life. 

This burger came out dripping with jam, a
knife rising out of the top. I felt like I was
watching an Ides of March reenactment (from
Shakespeare’s Julius Ceasar). I boldly jumped
in and was instantly floored by how
phenomenal the flavor combination was.
Beyond all reason, this was one of the best
burgers I’ve ever tried. Maybe it was the fact
that it meshes nostalgic childhood tastes with
the New Mexican comfort food of green chile
and cheese, all held together with this juicy

I Can’t Be Musical This Week
Sublime was a nice fit, and I earnestly tried to do it
again this week, but ultimately, I just couldn’t find the
words. So instead, I present to you a week of fun
little things to check out. Whether you want to relive
the joys of childhood with coloring and pizza (and
beer, but that’s a bizarre part of childhood), hunt
down the next big thing in pizza (seriously, it’s huge)
or show off your swallowing prowess at an eating
contest, we’ve got you covered with this week’s
events! 

Get Your Cray On 

Kelly Williams, a local artist with some amazing work,
is running Coloring Night at Restoration Pizza (5161
Lang Ave. NE) on Wednesday, June 26. Featuring a
ton of her art to fill and color in, you’ll find your
center with peace and relaxation via the art of
coloring, all while surrounded by beer, pizza, snacks
and more. The sheets and art supplies will be
provided, plus they’ll have special merch available for
purchase the day of. Williams has had her art all over
the city at a ton of great local businesses, so you’ll
recognize her style instantly. Get yourself down
there by 6pm so you can grab a sheet, snag a slice
and color your heart away, all while being
complemented by a super-tasty beer to match.

There’s A Big Slice for You
Richie B’s Pizza (7200 Montgomery Blvd. NE) is
debuting their Monster Slice on Tuesday, July 2.
This two-foot-long monster, while not explicitly a
tie-in with the new Godzilla film, is here to destroy
this city, at least in terms of stable stomach capacity.
This event is going all day long and will finally prove
whether or not size matters. Initial reports mention
early slice testers leaving the scene “very full” with
some onlookers saying, “that much cheese shouldn’t
allowed in one singular item.” If a slice of pizza the
size of a baby fits the mold for your needs, then
you’ll be glad to be a part of this lunch launch.

Sandia Eating Contest
Now that it’s summertime, there’s no better way to
celebrate than with a Watermelon Eating Contest,
happening Thursday, July 4 at Canteen Taproom
(417 Tramway Blvd. NE) at 6pm. It’s free to enter
but has prizes to win. All you have to do is be the
hungriest and the fastest, and you’ll be walking
home with the gold in hand. What will your specialty
technique be? Will you go no-hands so that you
have more downward momentum when eating? Do
you just shear it off with your teeth and worry about
digestion later? Whatever your secret forbidden
technique is, be sure to polish it up in time for this
contest so you don’t go home full of watermelon
with nothing to show for it. a

WEEKLY SPECIALS
BY DAN PENNINGTON

This is the burger that makes other burgers question their goals. DAN PENNINGTON

How can you see this and not want 
to color it?!
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FOOD | FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Counter Talk
The era of entitlement is over

At the risk of explicitly giving away the origin
of this article, I’ll just say that this continues on
for an inordinate amount of time with more half-
cocked criticisms cobbled together into some
semblance of an article that entirely misses the
point, offering only a half-apology for blaming
restaurant owners for these problems with their
staff. I’m not shocked by the article itself, which
may have been the author’s original intention.
Maybe it’s a poorly written satirical piece that
simply didn’t translate. Realistically, it’s an essay
of entitlement that ignores the plight of the
worker. Maybe they just don’t know any better
and need an education on the treatment of staff
in a restaurant. 

The current minimum wage for tipped
employees in Albuquerque is $5.50, meaning
that servers rely on their tips to make a livable
income. Is this the healthiest system? No,
because it can leave servers stiffed by rude tables,
along with passing these costs on to customers.
What it does do is encourage servers to ensure
that all your needs are taken care of, to give
them the best shot at earning a good tip. That
means no matter how small an issue or need a
table has, they will go above and beyond to make
sure it’s handled because of the fear that one
dropped ball will leave them high and dry come
checkout time. A server introduces themselves
to each table because even though you’re the
twelfeth table they’ve served in the past hour,
your needs aren’t given any less consideration
due to their workload, and they want you to feel
welcome like a guest in their home. The style of
service they offer is usually in line with the
atmosphere that the restaurant wants to support,
so if having empty plates cleared from the table
before the entire group is finished is a problem,
maybe the issue isn’t with the staff at all. 

Maybe your outdated views simply find you
lost in the world of modern dining, and leave you
wanting for the olden days, when a confident
attitude got you whatever you wanted. Maybe
you smile when you leave servers a 5 percent tip
because they didn’t perform to your standards.
Perhaps the era of entitlement has come to an
end, and you’re stuck at the back of the pack.
The times have changed, and respect is the new
currency. Along with paying the bill, be sure to
tip generously. Hopefully that’s “not a problem”
for you. a

Look! It’s so easy to just be a good person to one another! 

BY DAN PENNINGTON

A
n article from a local paper drifted into my
newsfeed about a month ago. I’m not going
to name names. I’m above the pettiness of

calling someone out, though I do hope this
article graces their eyes in order to force them
open to their own callous, rude nature in regard
to waitstaff. The article adressed concerns about
bad service in upscale restaurants, which I
initially thought would be a fair assessment of
poor service. What I found instead was an
entitled, self-aggrandizing, snobbish and
immature rant against the core tenets of good
service and humanization within the restaurant
industry. I was shocked. I know these people
exist out there and I had the displeasure of
serving them from time to time while working as
a waiter. But my oh my, this was beyond all
expectations. I have some counterpoints to their
argument, and thoughts of my own to add, so
please bear with me. 

The very first point they made was that
servers shouldn’t introduce themselves. They
should only refer to themselves as waiter or
sir/madam. Imagine being the sort of person who
would scoff at someone for telling you their
name because you live so high and mightily
above them that it’s not worth five of your
seconds to try to remember the name of
someone who is taking care of your needs for the
next hour. I remind you, dear writer, that these
are actual human beings, and while their job is
to assist you, there is literally nothing that
separates them from you in terms of their
worthiness of respect. 

Another point made was that a waiter should
never reply “not a problem” to “thank you.”
What a pretentious thing to be upset about it. I
know nothing about the author of this article,
but I can almost 100 percent guarantee based on
this point alone that they’re over 50 and have
never worked in a restaurant. How about instead
of throwing a fit about word choice, you
acknowledge someone who is genuine enough
to worry about your needs and assure you that
said needs aren’t an issue? I’d tell you to grow up,
but it’s clear if you got much more brittle, you
might turn to dust. 

DAN PENNINGTON
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON JUNE 27-JULY 3

COMET ME, BRO!

It’s never too early to start planning for your last moments on Earth, so zoom over to Asteroid Day. This event rocks
the New Mexico Museum of Natural History & Science from 10am to 2pm on Sunday, June 30. Learn about
asteroids and their impacts on Earth, NASA’s mission to our local asteroid belt, the disappearance of the
dinosaurs and other space news. Watch live streaming of other Asteroid Day celebrations worldwide (yes, that’s a
thing). UNM’s Institute of Meteoritics helps visitor s distinguish between meteorites and regular, old Earth rocks
and the curator of the exhibition, Dr. Tom Prettyman, hosts an “Asteroid Advice Booth.” All activities are included in
museum admission. Admission prices range from $4 to $10. For more information on this all-ages event, visit
nmnaturalhistory.org. NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE 1801 MOUNTAIN RD NW, 8AM alibi.com/v/6ln1.

(Xanthe Miller) a

CROSSFADER
SUMMER
SOUNDS

Ryan Troncoso puts analog samplers
and newer digital workstations into
the hands of local teens aged 13 to
17 at Hip-Hop Beats with Ryan
Troncoso on Thursday, June 27 from
3 to 4pm at South Broadway Library.
He also breaks down the history of
the sonic art form known as hip-hop.
But hold up, Troncoso will be doing
the same thing at multiple libraries
in and around Albuquerque, so by all
means check out abqlibrary.org for
more information and to register for
this free event. SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY

1025 BROADWAY BLVD SE, 3 TO 4PM

alibi.com/v/6i1n. (Clarke Condé) a

CIDERS AND
CLASSIC
RIDES

Cider66 Festival comes to
Expo New Mexico on
Saturday, June 29 from
noon to 6pm. This all-ages
fest celebrates our state’s
great ciders, along with a
classic car show,
collectibles, food trucks
and live music. Rock and
roll, rockabilly and Motown
accompany the day’s
activities, laying down the
perfect soundtrack for
strolling memory lane,
drinking cider and recalling
the glory days of Route
66. For more information
or to buy a ticket for $10
to $30, visit
holdmyticket.com. EXPO NEW

MEXICO 300 SAN PEDRO DR NE,

NOON TO 6PM alibi.com/v/6kxp.

(Dan Rayne Pennington) a

BALANCED
ON THE

BIGGEST
WAVE

Whoa. Dude, the Pink
Floyd Laser Spectacular
is epic. On Saturday,
June 29 at 8pm, listen
to one of the 20th
century’s premier prog-
rock progenitors whilst
ultra-beguiling, totally
trippy laser lights, videos
and other digitally
produced
phantasmagoric visuals

frolic and gambol in a rocanrol dream come to life. What’s your favorite
Floyd tune? Well then, imagine “Several Species of Small Furry
Animals Gathered Together in a Cave and Grooving with a Pict” plowing
its way out of a stack of red-hot 15-inch speakers while the technicolor
world explodes around you. To participate in this mind-blowing all-
ages spectacle, tickets costing $30 to $40 must be reckoned with but,
but it’s totes worth it. It’ll be like some great gig in the sky, so
remember to breathe. KIMO THEATRE 423 CENTRAL AVE NW, 8 TO 10:15PM

alibi.com/v/6ks4. (August March) a

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

HOT
TROPIC

Burque’s venerable Zoo
Music concert series
continues hitting it out
of the park—a good
thing because who the
heck knows what a
silverback gorilla could
do with a baseball. On
Friday, June 28 at 7pm,
San Francisco-based
Latinx band Pacific
Mambo Orchestra

plays the concert shell at ABQ BioPark Zoo. Mexican pianist Christian Tumalan and German trumpeter Steffen
Kuehn make with heartfelt big band frolic, invoking the traditions of artists like Tito Puente and Machito in an
informed, keenly danceable style. PMO’s first album covers tunes by Rubén Blades and Stevie Wonder but
concentrates on the original compositions that scored the group a Grammy in 2014. Admission to this all-ages
series of mambo moments ranges from $6 to $12. So dance under the stars, as nature—in the form of wild beasts
and birds—looks on lovingly. ABQ BIOPARK ZOO 903 10TH STREET SW, 7 TO 8:30PM alibi.com/v/6kr2. (August March) a

THURSDAY JUNE 27

FRIDAY JUNE 28

SUNDAY JUNE 30

HERE’S
MUD IN

YOUR EYE

Do not miss this opportunity
to track mud into your car
at International Mud Day
on Saturday, June 29 from
10am to 2pm at the Open
Space Visitor Center. This
free, all-ages event
encourages the whole family
to squish about in the muck
for a day of mud-play here
in solidarity with others
celebrating mud and soil
around the world.
Participants are encouraged
to bring a towel and a
change of clothes and to
thoroughly wash their hands
before eating. For more info
on this event, see cabq.gov.
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR

CENTER 6500 COORS BLVD NW,

10AM TO 2PM alibi.com/v/6l1d.

(Clarke Condé) a
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LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE GARDEN CENTER Some Like It Hot, But Not
Tree Roots. Docent Janet Herbst gives a tour and speaks about
heat island effect due to improper xeriscaping. 10120 Lomas
Blvd NE. 10-11am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6lfs.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER LGBTQIA Square
Dance. Wilde Bunch Square Dance Club holds an open house
with basic square dance calls and no partner required. All are
welcome. 4915 Hawkins St NE. 7-9pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/6bgq.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/27 listing.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Yoga with Yoga Zo. Get a
fresh start to the week with an all-levels class. 1912 Second
Street NW. $10. 6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 900-3909.
alibi.com/v/6ce0.

TUESDAY JULY 2
GREEN JEANS FARMERY The Next Generation: N.M. Munch. A
safe, inclusive space for younger kinksters to meet their peers
and explore their dark side in a welcoming, accepting environ-
ment open to those 18 to 35. 3600 Cutler Ave NE. 6-8pm.
18+. alibi.com/v/6a2w.

KIDS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Sing, Play and Learn Spanish.
Bilingual Birdies Albuquerque teaches children ages 0 to 6 the
Spanish language with live music. Registration recommended.
3215 Central Ave NE. $18. 10:30-11:15am. 750-1795.
alibi.com/v/6l2s.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Galaxy Necklaces. Craft a beautiful
galaxy necklace. For ages 9 to 12. Registration required. 5700
Bogart St NW. 3:30-4:30pm. 897-8816. alibi.com/v/6lgn.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HIGH DESERT YOGA Tibetan Buddhist Meditation. Learn
Diamond Way Buddhist meditation practice methods. 4600
Copper Ave NE. 7:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 450-2878.
alibi.com/v/62tf.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/27 listing.

WEDNESDAY JULY 3

LEARN
MEALS ON WHEELS OFFICE Meals on Wheels Volunteer Training.
The organization is looking for volunteers to help in a variety
of different areas. 5901 Harper Dr NE. 3-4pm. ALL-AGES!
823-8064. alibi.com/v/6kfk.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/27 listing.

LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER Newcomer and Intermediate
Argentine Tango. Learn the basics and fundamentals of this
amazing dance and delve further into the techniques and
secrets that make this style unforgettable. 5506 Coal SE.
$10-$17. 7:30-9pm. 15+. 948-1579. alibi.com/v/69gs.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Teen and Adult Ballet Class
with Christin Severini. This class is for intermediate and advanced
level teens and adults looking for a technically challenging
traditional class with an emphasis on movement, emotional
expression and artistr y. 3215 Central Ave NE. $15-$60.
7:15-8:30pm. 13+. (802) 503-4363. alibi.com/v/6a4t.

releasing metal, petrochemical and neurotoxins. 3096 Rosendo
Garcia SW. $20-$23. 6-8pm. alibi.com/v/6lb7.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE All Levels Hip-Hop Dance Class.
Learn the techniques that make this style so much fun to play
with socially and professionally. 3215 Central Ave NE. $15.
7:10pm. ALL-AGES! 440-6265. alibi.com/v/69q6.

NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER
Experience the Sound of Soul. Discover inner guidance, healing
for body, mind and spirit as well as a higher form of creativity by
chanting the sacred sound of HU. Spiritual conversation afterward.
7521 Carmel Ave NE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! (800) 876-6704.
alibi.com/v/6bg5.

SATURDAY JUNE 29
OSUNA NURSERY Independence Day Celebration. Enjoy live
music from the Cumberlands as well as free hot dogs and
lemonade. 501 Osuna Rd NE. 11am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 345-6644.
alibi.com/v/6k6p.

SANDIA RESORT & CASINO Enchanted Evening Gala: Celebrate
Women in STEM. This event features prominent women repre-
senting a diverse cross-section of fields with activities including
cocktails, dinner, networking, interactive displays and fundraising.
30 Rainbow Rd NE. $150. 5-10pm. 18+. 343-1050.
alibi.com/v/6hjy.

VALLEY APPARTMENTS Community Yard Sale. Have some food
and see what’s for sale. 1812 Indian School Rd. 8am-noon.
ALL-AGES! 842-8876. alibi.com/v/6kxh.

KIDS
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Robots in Space with ¡Explora!
Build a robotic arm to control using servo motors, solve a
maze, unload a payload successfully and learn how engineers
develop robotics to assist in space. For ages 13 through 17.
Registration required. 8081 Central Ave NW. 2:30-3:30pm.
768-4320. alibi.com/v/6hqw.

LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY Space-A-Cade with Meghan Casey.
1000 Griegos Rd. NW. 10:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES! See 6/27
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY listing.

LEARN
ABQ BIOPARK AQUARIUM Aquarium Tour. Dive in and explore
the top side of the tanks with a tour led by an aquarist to answer
all the biting questions. 2601 Central Ave NW. $75. 1:30-2:30pm.
848-7180. alibi.com/v/6dut.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Composting with
Worms. The class includes the selection of worm species and
how to create an environment with useful take-home information
on all aspects of managing worm composting indoors or outdoors.
Registration recommended. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 9am-noon.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/6l1c.

BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Master Naturalist Program Application.
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 4pm. 18+. See 6/27 listing.

OUTDOOR
WILDLIFE WEST, Edgewood Cowboy Chuckwagon and Western
Music. Enjoy live entertainment, hay rides, raptor free-flight, BBQ
and beautiful wildlife up-close. 87 N Frontage. $0-$27. 6-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 281-7655. alibi.com/v/6ji7.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA Galactic Sound Bath. Enjoy
healing with frequencies of many different instruments. 7100
Tramway Blvd NE. Event is free with $2 entry to the park. 7-9pm.
alibi.com/v/6i44.
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THURSDAY JUNE 27
FORWARD FLAG FOUNDATION Community Veterans Court
Resource Day. A one-stop shop where veterans and service
members connect with dozens of agencies that provide everything
from employment resources to therapy options. 2100 Aztec Rd
NE. 1-4pm. ALL-AGES! 841-9869. alibi.com/v/6jtx.

LAS PUERTAS Theaster Gates. Enjoy cocktails, networking and
keynote presentation. 1512 First Street NW. 5:30-7pm. 15+.
alibi.com/v/6g7j.

KIDS
JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Alien Slime. Make gross alien
slime. For ages 13 to 18. Registration is required. 3407 Juan
Tabo Blvd NE. 2-3pm. 291-6260. alibi.com/v/6hv6.

LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY Recycleman with Kevin
Kinane. Get creative using found objects to make cool and unique
music with Recycleman. 908 Eastridge Dr NE. 10:30-11:30am.
ALL-AGES! 291-6295. alibi.com/v/6hwp.

LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY The Science of Sound with Mike Dixon.
1000 Griegos Rd. NW. 3-4pm. See EAST MOUNTAIN LIBRARY,
Tijeras listing.

SAN PEDRO LIBRARY Recycleman with Kevin Kinane. 5600
Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4pm. ALL-AGES! See LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC
LIBRARY listing.

SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY Hip-Hop Beats with Ryan Troncoso.
1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 3-4pm. See EAST MOUNTAIN LIBRARY,
Tijeras listing.

SOUTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY Space-A-Cade with Meghan
Casey. 3904 Isleta Blvd SW. 11am-noon. ALL-AGES! See CHERRY
HILLS LIBRARY listing.

LEARN
AZBUQA RUSSIAN SCHOOL Introduction to Russian. Explore
the language and culture of Russia in this beginner class and
learn practical ways to use vocabulary and grammar in real-life
situations. 308 High St SE. 6-8pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/61lh.

BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Master Naturalist Program Application.
Receive hands-on training in conservation measures and
improving the environment. 9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 4pm.
18+. 314-0398. alibi.com/v/6ctd.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. Classes are available for kids starting at age 2, teens
and adults. Genres include contemporary, ballet, jazz, hip-hop,
creative movement, mixed-ability dance and fine wine dance for
ages 55+. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! 224-9808.
alibi.com/v/6g8e.

MANZANO MESA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Wise Women
Do Belly Dance. Internationally-renowned instructor, Amaya, leads
a class in the art of belly dance. 501 Elizabeth St SE. $5-$10.
6:15-7:15pm. 13+. 280-3638. alibi.com/v/6iij.

FRIDAY JUNE 28
CHURCH STREET MARKET, Edgewood Barn Dance. Live music,
food, games and fun at an old-fashioned community event. 92
Church Street East. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! 804-5833.
alibi.com/v/6he6.

LEARN
MAMA’S MINERALS Intro to Crystals Class. An introduction to
metaphysics and crystal healing. Reservations required. 800
20th Street NW. 5-6pm. 15+. 266-8443. alibi.com/v/6jhr.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/27 listing.

THE KIVA Sacred Sauna, Sweat Lodge and Temascal. An oppor-
tunity for deep personal work and prayer or silence in union with
the lodge as sweating provides detoxification on deep levels,

KA L  KAPU POLYNESIAN DANCE SCHOOL Ka l  Kapu Polynesian
Dance School Open House. Celebrate the grand opening with
refreshments, dance demonstrations, enrollment fee discount
opportunities and more 2500 San Mateo Pl NE. Noon-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 803-7183. alibi.com/v/6kxq.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/27 listing.

RESONANT ESSENTIALS Preparing for Life After Death. A class
that addresses the inevitable transition into the next stage of
life, designed for anyone anticipating the loss of loved ones or
anyone who is grieving the loss of loved ones. 7413 Menaul NE.
$30. 6-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 261-8983. alibi.com/v/6lm5.

UNM CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING Home Circle Club’s
105th Anniversary Celebration. Celebrate the history of the club
founded by African-American women on the principles of intel-
luectual and industrial improvement for its membership and the
community. 1634 University Blvd NE. $15. Noon-4pm. 13+.
345-8086. alibi.com/v/6ksr.

SUNDAY JUNE 30
MANZANO DEL SOL Death Cafe. Engage in a conversation to
increase awareness of death to make the most of our finite lives.
Drink tea or coffee, eat cake or cookies and discuss mortality
issues. 5201 Roma Ave. NE. 3-5pm. 18+. 265-7215.
alibi.com/v/6j1k.

SPORTS
SANDIA PREP SCHOOL 35 and Older Ultimate Frisbee Pickup
Game. All experience levels play for fun. 532 Osuna Rd NE.
10-11:30am. 344-1671. alibi.com/v/5u8p.

OUTDOOR
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Family Fun Days: Water and Wetlands.
Discover NM’s precious resource, water. Contrast the pond and
river by measuring temperatures, collecting macroinvertebrates,
making a wetland watercolor or cooling off with water games.
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/6jga.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Spinning Poi:
The Basics with Jack Boynton. Learn the popular flow art from
a trained master. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 10am-noon.
alibi.com/v/6i45.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/27 listing.

ORGANIC BOOKS Workshop: Healing Through Tapping. Renee
Millman, intuitive healer, medium, yoga teacher and fitness trainer,
conducts a workshop based on her book. 111 Carlisle Blvd SE.
Free and open to the public. 3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6i6v.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Pints and Planks. Have a pint
and start Sunday with energy and a smile. 1912 Second Street
NW. $5. 11am-noon. ALL-AGES! 900-3909. alibi.com/v/6jo1.

MONDAY JULY 1

KIDS
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Mini-verse Bell Jars. Create a mini-
universe based on zodiac signs in an upcycled bottle bell jar.
For ages 13 to 17. Registration required. 6901 Barstow St NE.
2-3pm. 857-8321. alibi.com/v/6kuv.

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

COMMUNITY
SATURDAY JUNE 29

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER
International Mud Day. This family-friendly event explores

educational stations related to mud and soil. Play and cool
off in wet mud, make seed balls and mud stencil art, wade

through a natural wetland looking for wildlife and more.
6500 Coors Blvd NW. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 897-8831.

alibi.com/v/6l1d.

THURSDAY JUNE 27
ISOTOPES PARK Isotopes Pride Night Tailgate Party.
Enjoy live music, games, hot dogs, chips, drinks and

dessert. 1601 Avenida Cesar Chavez SE. $5-$7. 4-6pm.
924-2255. alibi.com/v/6lbi.

THURSDAY JUNE 27
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Social Media Day
2019: Albuquerque. Iinfluencers, marketers, young

professionals, non-profit supporters and social media
savvy professionals come together to network, break the

ice with games and more. 1800 Fourth Street NW.
4-6pm. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/6khp.



THURSDAY JUNE 27

WORDS
RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Duke City Story
Slam: LGBTQ Pride Edition. People tell true, five-minute stories
from their lives, without notes, on this month’s theme, “Becoming.”
A panel of judges score each story and top scores take home a
prize. 400 Gold Ave SW. $5. 7pm. alibi.com/v/6kdt.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Slaid Cleaves. Enjoy the singer-
songwriter live. 2601 Central Ave NW. 7-8:30pm. 768-2000.
alibi.com/v/6kqj.

LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY Watermelon Mountain Jug Band. Enjoy
one of NM’s treasured natural resources with their Americana
mixture of country, bluegrass, jug band, rock, popular and original
music. 1000 Griegos Rd. NW. 5-6pm. ALL-AGES! 761-4020.
alibi.com/v/6i02.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Scott Hooker and Entourage
Jazz. The Kentucky-born pianist plays with one of Albuquerque’s
best jazz bands. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $10-$15. 7:30pm. 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/6jjw.

TIGUEX PARK Brazilian Samba Percussion Ensemble. A large
percussion ensemble with many voices coming together as one
for all levels. For beginners to advanced players and no experience
or instruments required. 1800 Mountain Rd NW. $5-$10.
11am-1pm. 15+. 585-1946. alibi.com/v/6dee.

LEARN
SOUTHWEST UNIVERSITY OF VISUAL ARTS Figure Drawing.
Sharpen figurative skills working from a live model in a relaxing
and supportive environment. All skill levels and media welcome
(no photography). 5000 Marble Ave. NE. 7-9pm. 18+. 254-7575.
alibi.com/v/6jra.

FILM
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER La Pantera Negra. See
a screening of the groundbreaking comic-based film, in Spanish.
10am-noon. alibi.com/v/6kqb. Also, The Black Panther. See a
screening of the groundbreaking comic-based film. 1025
Broadway Blvd SE. 1:30-3:30pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/6kqg.

FRIDAY JUNE 28

WORDS
Q-STAFF THEATRE Bad Mouth Reading Series. Leila Chatti,
Chelsea Bunn, Maria DeBlassie and Steven Romero perform
words, music and emotions. 400 Broadway Blvd SE. $5-$10.
7pm. alibi.com/v/6l4f.

STAGE
VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Lettice and Lovage. An English
comedy set in the ’80s about a a flamboyant tour guide who
loves to embellish history  and who butts heads with a fact-
conscious official. 4904 Fourth Street NW. $20-$25. 7:30pm.
15+. 404-8462. alibi.com/v/6hdz.

SONG & DANCE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
Otila: Linda Frontera. This performance takes us on a journey
that exhibits Mexican traditions and folkloric dances representative
of the Mexican states that lie along the border. 310 San Pedro
Dr NE. $15-$20. 7-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 222-0778.
alibi.com/v/6kfy.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY The Morales-
Matos Family. This distinguished family of Puerto Rican musicians
present an eclectic tropical music concert featuring original
compositions and innovative arrangements of traditional pieces.
2000 Mountain Rd NW. 7-10pm. 243-7255. alibi.com/v/6kr0.

CASA FLAMENCA 2019 Tablao Season. Experience the 6th
season in the heart of Old Town with a spectacular lineup of
world-class artists in an intimate venue reminiscent of the clubs
of Andalusia, Spain. 401 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $38. 8-9:15pm.
ALL-AGES! 247-0622. alibi.com/v/6iyq.
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FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Jesús Muñoz Teatro Flamenco. Muñoz
explores new choreographic pieces with a cast of 20 collaborators.
1010 Coal Ave SW. $35-$55. 7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! 503-6040.
alibi.com/v/6hy7.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco Albuquerque. Enjoy
dynamic world-class performances, exquisite Sevillan tapas and
craft cocktails, with 60 percent of proceeds supporting the
National Institute of Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW.
$10-$30. 8-9:10pm. 21+. 222-8797. alibi.com/v/6hmz.

KELLER HALL ABQ Phil Summer Chamber Orchestra Concert.
Enjoy live chamber music including St. Paul Suite for Strings and
Lyric Movement by Holst and Symphony No. 29, K.201, A major
by Mozart. University of New Mexico. 7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES!
433-7445. alibi.com/v/6hfs.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Ballet Folklorico Fiesta
Mexicana Youth Classes Performance. The students perform
what they’ve been practicing in their six-week course. 1025
Broadway Blvd SE. 6-7pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/6kqy.

TIGUEX PARK Brazilian Samba Percussion Ensemble. 1800
Mountain Rd NW. $5-$10. 11am-1pm. 15+. See 6/27 listing.

FILM
ALAMOSA LIBRARY Summer Movies: Iron Giant. Catch a
screening of the animated film, rated PG. 6900 Gonzales SW.
3-5pm. ALL-AGES! 836-0684. alibi.com/v/6hqj.

SATURDAY JUNE 29

ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY Artist Market and Pop-Up Shop. A bevy of
local artists, crafters and makers showing and selling their
creations both inside the gallery and outside in the lot. 709
Central Ave NW. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 415-4643.
alibi.com/v/6jki.

STAGE
VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Lettice and Lovage. 4904 Fourth
Street NW. $20-$25. 7:30pm. 15+. See 6/28 listing.

SATURDAY JUNE 29

PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT Pottery of Jemez
Pueblo. Dolores Toya demonstrates the technique of

traditional, hand-shaped pottery. 6510 Western Trail NW.
10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 899-0205. alibi.com/v/6kag.

THURSDAY JUNE 27
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND

SCIENCE Premiere of “Chasing the Moon”. Celebrate the
50th anniversary of the Apollo missions to the moon with
this premiere screening. Pre-registration required. 1801

Mountain Rd NW. 7-8:30pm. 13+. 841-2840.
alibi.com/v/6l0p.

ARTS & LIT
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SUNDAY JUNE 30
STRANGEFLOCK GALLERY Gold Writing Group. Writers of

all genres are invited to be inspired by the monthly
artwork in the gallery or partake in a more constructed

workshop hosted by local and national guest writers. 609
Gold Ave SW. $5. 12:30-3:30pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/6kga.

SONG & DANCE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
Otila: Linda Frontera. 310 San Pedro Dr NE. $15-$20. 2-4:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Yogev Shetrit
Trio. Hear the sounds of the Iraeli jazz trio. 2000 Mountain Rd
NW. $0-$18. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! 255-9798. alibi.com/v/6gle.

CASA FLAMENCA 2019 Tablao Season. 401 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. $38. 8-9:15pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Jesús Muñoz Teatro Flamenco. 1010
Coal Ave SW. $35-$55. 7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco Albuquerque. 800 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. $10-$30. 8-9:10pm. 21+. See 6/28 listing.

KIMO THEATRE Pink Floyd Laser Spectacular. Hear the psyche-
delic sounds of the classic rock band with laser lights to please
the eyes. 423 Central Ave NW. 8-10:15pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/6ks4.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Reina del Cid and The Other
Favorites. Hear the Brooklyn-based duo as well as the epony-
mous folk-rock band based in Minnesota. 210 Yale Blvd SE.
$25/$20 Members & Students (no Member Passes). 7:30pm.
268-0044. alibi.com/v/6jjx.

ST. STEPHEN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Solid Grounds
Coffeehouse. The Bobcat Trio play swing, Brazilian and new
takes on classic musical genres including klezmer, rock and
jazz, focusing on swing standards of the last century. 4601
Juan Tabo NE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 293-9673. alibi.com/v/6i7z.

TIGUEX PARK Brazilian Samba Percussion Ensemble. 1800
Mountain Rd NW. $5-$10. 11am-1pm. 15+. See 6/27 listing.

LEARN
MAMA’S MINERALS Basic Jewelry Class. A tutorial on tools,
materials and methods required to properly finish off a profes-
sional-quality necklace. Students must bring or buy materials.
Registration required. 800 20th Street NW. $15. 10:30am-1pm.
18+. 266-8443. alibi.com/v/6jhp.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Evil Dead II. Catch a screening of the classic
zombie film. 3405 Central Ave NE. 10:30-11:45pm. 255-1848.
alibi.com/v/6ks9.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Summer Movie: Muppets from
Space. Catch a free screening of the film, rated G. 3407 Juan
Tabo Blvd NE. 2-3:30pm. ALL-AGES! 291-6260.
alibi.com/v/6hv7.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
Traffic. Catch a screening of the Oscar award-winning film. 1801
Mountain Rd NW. $8-$10. 7-9pm. 18+. 265-7866.
alibi.com/v/6cyu.

SUNDAY JUNE 30

STAGE
VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Lettice and Lovage. 4904 Fourth
Street NW. $20-$25. 2pm. 15+. See 6/28 listing.

SONG & DANCE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
Otila: Linda Frontera. 310 San Pedro Dr NE. $15-$20.
7-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

CASA FLAMENCA 2019 Tablao Season. 401 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. $38. 6-7:15pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/28 listing.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Peña Flamenca Barilena. Jesus Muñoz
explores new choreographic pieces with a cast of youth and
emerging artists. 1010 Coal Ave SW. $5-$25. 2-3:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 503-6040. alibi.com/v/6hyd.

KELLER HALL ABQ Phil Summer Chamber Orchestra Concert.
Enjoy live chamber music including St. Paul Suite for Strings and
Lyric Movement by Holst and Symphony No. 29, K.201, A major
by Mozart. University of New Mexico. 3-4:30pm. ALL-AGES!
433-7445. alibi.com/v/6hft.

TIGUEX PARK Brazilian Samba Percussion Ensemble. 1800
Mountain Rd NW. $5-$10. 11am-1pm. 15+. See 6/27 listing.

LEARN
PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT Pottery of Jemez Pueblo.
6510 Western Trail NW. 10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/29 listing.

WEDNESDAY JULY 3
WORDS
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Poetry and Beer. The
longest running open mic and poetry slam in Albuquerque
welcomes all to listen, judge, compete or just read. 1800
Fourth Street NW. 7:30pm. 21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/6jtw.

THURSDAY JUNE 27
FLYING STAR CAFÉ, Far Northeast Heights St. Jude Fundraiser.
A percentage of food sales benefit this worthy cause. 8000 Paseo
Del Norte NE. FREE. 4-8pm. ALL-AGES! 923-4211.
alibi.com/v/6kub.

PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Potluck Dinner. Enjoy a community meal
at the art and education center. Don’t forget to bring a contribution.
526 Washington St. FREE. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6fa9.

FRIDAY JUNE 28
LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Friday Farmers Market. Enjoy live
music, a kids’ zone, craft beers, vendors and food. 319 Fifth Street
SW. FREE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 550-1119. alibi.com/v/6ekg.

SATURDAY JUNE 29
EXPO NEW MEXICO Cider66: A NM Cider Festival. Enjoy a classic
car show, vintage items, memorabilia from Route 66, food trucks,
live music and ciders. Bring favorite 45s and spin them on a record
player. 300 San Pedro Dr NE. $20-$30. Noon-6pm. ALL-AGES!
859-0541. alibi.com/v/6kxp.

SUNDAY JUNE 30
ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS Albuquerque Rail Yards Market. A
market celebrating all things local and at the heart of NM culture
with hundreds food, farm, artisan and healing vendors, live music
as well as a kids’ zone. 1100 Second Street SW. FREE. 10am-2pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6fxl.

REMEDY COFFEE Plant Powered Pop-Up Market. Great food, vendors
and community organizations supporting a plant-powered lifestyle
that everyone can enjoy. Support local. 1816 Lomas Blvd NW. FREE.
11:30am-4:30pm. ALL-AGES! (575) 404-1728. alibi.com/v/6l2f.

TUESDAY JULY 2
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Taco Tuesdays. Street, tacos,
taquitos and beer. Live a little. 1800 Fourth Street NW. Noon. 21+.
243-6752. alibi.com/v/6jhu.

WEDNESDAY JULY 3
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY ICAN: Ideas for Cooking and Nutrition.
A hands-on nutrition education service for improving quality of life
by identifying community needs, providing nutrition education,
cooking skills, food safety and connecting with resources. 8081
Central Ave NW. FREE. 11:30am-12:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320.
alibi.com/v/6kft.

FRENCHISH Hamburger Humpday. A fun weekly rotating burger to
get over the week’s hump. Some are classic combos, some are a
little more daring and some are downright messy, but all are delicious.
3509 Central Ave NE. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES! 433-5911.
alibi.com/v/5zxu.

FOOD
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THURSDAY JUNE 27

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Cali Shaw Duo • indie, folk, Americana •
6pm • FREE

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Zinc and the Oxides •
classic rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Asphalt Cowboys • country • 6pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies Night •
Severo y Grupo Fuego • Latin, Spanish • 8pm • FREE • 21+

INSIDE OUT Albukaraoque: Live Band Karaoke • 7pm

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Thursday Night Blues Jam •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Above Average Songwriter Open
Mic • 6:30pm • FREE • 13+

LAUNCHPAD The Dickies • The Queers • punk • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY Gleewood • folk, rock, blues • 5pm • Julian
Dossett Duo • Western swing, blues, jazz, rockabilly • 7pm • Beats
of Burque • dance, electronic, hip-hop • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Rise of Seekalae’ • rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Thursday Night Girl Fight • variety • Bash
Back Fest • 9pm

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Halfway Decent Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL Austin Meade • rock, blues •
9pm

SAVOY BAR AND GRILL Chris Dracup • acoustic, blues, funk,
soul • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm • FREE •
21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Sean Ashby • Americana, roots, surf •
8:30pm • FREE

FRIDAY JUNE 28

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY TAPROOM Reverend E and The
Vagrants • blues • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Glen M • variety •
4:30pm • Weatherman Said • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales The 10 O’clock Blues •
blues, rock • 6pm • Mike Butterfield and the 10 O’clock Blues •
blues, rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Asphalt Cowboys • country • 6pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Fat City • hip-hop,
R&B, funk • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Rock the Casbahs • The DCN Project • funk, soul,
R&B • 7pm • FREE • 21+

INSIDE OUT Let It Grow • Grateful Dead tribute • 8pm • 21+

THE LIBRARY BAR & GRILL Brain Gang Trivia • 8pm • FREE • 18+

MARBLE BREWERY The Gershom Brothers • folk, Americana •
Tesuque Revolt and Friends • surf rock, electronica, Latin, dub •
7pm • Vintage Brew • rock, blues, country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid The Deathe Family • folk, Americana •
5pm • Casey Mraz and Los Metamofos • pop, blues • 8pm • FREE

RANCHERS CLUB Karl Richardson Trio • variety • 5:30pm • FREE •
18+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Sloan Armitage and Brian •
acoustic, singer-songwriter, indie • 2pm • FREE

MONDAY JULY 1

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM New Mexico
Western Music Association • country • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN TAPROOM Brain Gang Trivia • noon • FREE • 18+

RED DOOR BREWING CO. Geeks Who Drink • 7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Old-Time Jam Circle • 7:30pm • FREE •
21+

TUESDAY JULY 2

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY TAPROOM Open Mic and Jam
Session with Chris Ravin • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Michael and Aaron • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTERO BREWING COMPANY Vinyl Night Out • bring your own
records • 6pm • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Kammo Karaoke •
7pm • FREE • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Geeks Who Drink • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Manhigh • rock • Autopilot • dubstep, electronic •
Searching for Summer • The Ordinary Things • 9pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Acoustic Open Mic Hosted by Steve
Kinabrew • 6pm • FREE • 21+

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY BYOV: Bring Your Own Vinyl •
6pm • FREE • 21+

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD Hot Honey • Southern folk, rock •
6pm

COMEDY

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Tuesday Homie Hangout Comedy Open
Mic • stand-up comedy • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

WEDNESDAY JULY 3

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY TAPROOM Spiral Pilots • classic
rock • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Music with Mike •
variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE • 18+

EL PATRON Schumann and Kinabrew • acoustic rock • 5:30pm •
FREE • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Kammo Karaoke •
7pm • FREE • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY X-ile Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MARBLE BREWERY Julian Dossett Quintet • Western swing, blues,
jazz, rockabilly • 6pm • FREE • 21+

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open
Mic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual
Wednesdays Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm • FREE •
21+

WEEKLY CALENDAR

SATURDAY JULY 3
INSIDE OUT Karen • pop, rock • Red Light Cameras •

indie rock • Platonic • 7pm

MUSIC

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

STONE FACE TAVERN Flashback • rock, oldies • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Monxx • dance, electronic • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING COMPANY Melissa Rios • singer-songwriter •
6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Julian Dossett • Western swing,
blues, jazz, rockabilly • 5pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Ultimate Comedy Fight Club •
stand-up comedy • 8pm • $10

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Kevin Nealon • stand-up
comedy • 7pm • $25-$40 • 21+

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Headliners 505
Comedy Presents Friday Night Fools • stand-up comedy • 9:30pm •
$10 • 18+

SATURDAY JUNE 29

B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY TAPROOM Slim and the
Bluetones • blues, classic rock • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Maríon Carrillo •
singer-songwriter • 4:30pm • January Storm • classic rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

D. H. LESCOMBES WINERY AND BISTRO Last Call • swing, jazz,
soul, blues, R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIALOGUE BREWING Chambea • Halycon • Lian Manu • Alxxs
Garza • Burn the Disco • trap • 8pm • $0-$5 • 18+

DIRTY BOURBON Jackson Tillman • country • 6pm • $10 • 21+

ECLIPSE Desecrated Humanity • Sothoryos • variety • 6pm

ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY Randy Carr • Americana • 10:30am • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Fat City • hip-hop,
R&B, funk • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Rock the Casbahs • Kari Simmons and The
Groove Line • soul, R&B • 7pm • FREE • Vanilla Pop • dance, variety •
9pm • $10 • 21+

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Cedric the Entertainer • stand-up
comedy • 8pm

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Secret 7 • rock, blues, R&B •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Land Of Enstragement Compilation Showcase •
Cobra vs Mongoose • punk • The Gral Brothers • pedal steel • The
Coma Recovery • metal • Prey For Kali • stoner rock • The Horned
God • 8pm

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO REO Speedwagon •
classic rock • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY Eugene • neo R&B • 7pm • Elder Grown • rock,
roots, funk • Raven Review • blues, jazz • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Sean Ashby • 3pm • Jessie Deluxe •
alt.rock • 8pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Dirty Brown Jug Band • outlaw country, blue-
grass • 1:30pm • Iron Chiwawa • classic rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

O’HARE’S GRILLE & PUB, Rio Rancho Brain Gang Trivia • 8:30pm •
FREE • 18+

POKI POKI CEVICHERIA Melissa Rios • singer-songwriter • Todd
Tijerina • blues, roots, funk, rock • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Sorceress of Sound and Song
Marie Black • singer-songwriter • 5pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Still Closed For Repairs •
Americana, indie, folk • 7pm • FREE

SAVOY BAR AND GRILL Roger Jameson and the Jaded Heart
Trio • heartland, folk rock • 6pm • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Michael Moxey And The Easy
Sinners • country, alternative, rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Casey Mraz • rock, soul, pop,
Latin • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TWO CRANES BISTRO AND BREW Silver Crow Asylum • Americana,
blues, jazz • 6pm • FREE

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Snaps for Sinners • rockabilly, swing •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Saturday Stand-Up Spectacular •
stand-up comedy • 9:30pm • $5 • 18+

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Kevin Nealon • stand-up
comedy • 7pm • $25-$40 • 21+

SUNDAY JUNE 30

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Rob Roman • 1pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Chris Dracup Duo • acoustic, blues, funk,
soul • 4pm • FREE

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Frank Salazar • acoustic
folk, country, rock • 3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIALOGUE BREWING The PossumBillies • bluegrass, Americana •
4pm • ALL-AGES!

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY, Bernalillo Kaktus Kats Blues
Jam • 3pm

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY TobyRiffic Karaoke Show •
3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Def-i • hip-hop • Sage Cornelius • variety • Macchiato
Music • River Yvhikv • Soy and Kayohes • DJ Beeso • 8pm

LAZY LIZARD GRILLE, Sandia Park John Urban and Lynn Taylor •
acoustic folk, blues • 3pm

MARBLE BREWERY Busy Y Los Big Deals • funk, jazz, pop, surf •
Alex Maryol • blues, acoustic • 3pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Gene Corbin • Americana • 1pm •
Sean Ashby • Americana, roots, surf • 3pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras The Real West • country • 3pm • FREE • 21+

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Sage and Jared’s Happy Gland Band •
folk • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING CO. The Draft Sessions Open Mic • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL The Bus Tapes • funk, rock,
country, folk, jazz • 6pm • FREE • 21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Blue October • rock, alternative • 8pm

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Phillipe Holmes • acoustic guitar •
11am • ALL-AGES!

FRIDAY JUNE 28
LAUNCHPAD Concepto Tambor • Afro-Latin, Latin, world • 9pm

SUNDAY JUNE 30
SIDEWINDERS Rock of Ages Drag Show • Nicholas J
LaBeaux • Renee Toya-Bouvier • drag • Egypt Versace •

8pm • 21+
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FILM | FILM REVIEW/INTERVIEW

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
he West is indeed the best, as director

Andy Slater and executive director Jakob

Dylan prove—note after note, song after

song and frame after frame—in their lovingly

detailed examination of the ’60s

counterculture in action, Echo In The

Canyon. The work hinges upon a triumphant

concert directed by the younger Dylan, meant

to glorify and perpetuate a genre that has

proven to be as potent and as reliable as

California sunshine.
But mostly, the action takes place in a

toney area of El Lay called Laurel Canyon. It
consists of a study of the music performed and
recorded by a group of brave souls—and their
sonic descendants—who took the advice of
the century and headed West. Of course The
Beach Boys were always there, a mythological
conceit and nod to the true nature of Cali’s
pop music hierarchy. The film touches on that
fact gracefully while telling the story of the
creation of some of the most influential and
enduring popular music of the 20th century.

Jakob drives around New York, Los
Angeles, and in particular, la vecinidad se llama
Laurel Canyon. Even Ringo has a house there,
it turns out. Jakob also gets to hang out quite
a bit with Tom Petty, who provides an apt
generational link betwixt the aging Boomer
rockers and aging Gen X rockers interviewed
in the film. Everyone has aged well, except for
Petty, who tragically is lately dead from an
accidental drug overdose.

The only sad part of this joyous musical
celebration of American musical culture
comes with the realization of how intensely
authentic and how appropriately immersed
Petty was as a rock musician, bridging the gap
between The Byrds and Beck with classically
tuned aplomb.

Musicians talk, play, collaborate with each
other, laugh and blame The Beatles for
spreading their beautiful and delicious
rocanrol virus throughout the East Coast amid
the early ’60s folk explosion. It was at the
epicenter of that movement in New York
when folkies like Roger McGuinn heard the
strangely intoxicating guitar stylings of the
Fab Four.

McGuinn was one of the first of a group of
folk players to move to California and take up
rocanrol. During a rehearsal session for The
Byrds’ tune “Wild Mountain Thyme”
featuring Beck, Regina Spektor and Cat
Power, Dylan tells the ensemble, “The Byrds
came out here first and everybody else
followed.” It was in California that McGuinn
started working with Gene Clark and David
Crosby. In 1965 The Byrds had landed and
folk rock became a huge, poetic, radio-
saturating thing, notes a gleeful, Santa Claus-
style David Crosby early in the film.

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Pantera in Town
South Broadway Cultural Center (1025
Broadway Blvd. SE) presents a back-to-back
bilingual double feature as part of its Summer
Break Movie Series. On Thursday, June 27 at
10am, you can watch the Spanish-language
version of Marvel’s 2018 smash hit Pantera
Negra (Black Panther to us gringos). That’s
followed at 1:30pm by the English-language
version of the film. Feel free to watch one or
both. Admission is free and each attendee gets
a free popcorn and water. Seating is limited,
however, and reservations are required to
guarantee a seat. To secure your seat, call
848-1320. For more details go to
cabq.gov/south-broadway-cultural-center.

Submit to Madrid
Organizers of the 2nd Annual Madrid Film
Festival are looking for short film submissions
from local filmmakers. The event itself takes
place July 26 through 28 at the Engine House
Theater, located at the Madrid Railyard
Museum (2846 State Highway 14). All
“aspiring and established local filmmakers” are
encouraged to send a link (YouTube, Vimeo,
Dropbox, etc.) to their films (30 minutes or
less, any genre) to info@theaterofdeath.org.
There is no submission fee. The deadline for
submissions is Sunday, June 28. Filmmakers
whose work is accepted by the festival receive
free tickets and refreshments and will be
invited to an exclusive VIP reception. For more
information go to theaterofdeath.org/madrid-
film-festival.

On Location
On Saturday, June 29 the New Mexico State
Film Office presents an informative class on
what it’s like working in a film’s locations
department. Todd Christensen is the new
director of the New Mexico Film Office and has
served as a location scout and a location
manager for 10 movies shot in New Mexico
(including Off the Map, Sicario, 12 Strong and
The Ballad of Buster Scruggs). He’ll be on hand
to give the lowdown on scouting, paperwork
and permitting. This educational event takes
place from 10:30am to 2pm at Albuquerque’s
Special Collections Library (423 Central Ave.
NE). Attendance is free for New Mexico
residents, but you need to register to
guarantee a seat. To do so, go to
bit.ly/2Lc56IN.

Short Timers
Deadline-oriented filmmakers have until
Monday, July 1 to get themselves and their
teams registered for this year’s 48 Hour Film
Project. The event asks teams of filmmakers to
write, direct, edit and premiere short films
(based on a pre-assigned “genre, character,
prop and line of dialogue”) in a mere two days.
The event takes place here in Albuquerque,
July 26 through 28. July 1 is the early bird
deadline. Get yourself signed up by then and
you’ll only have to fork over $148. After that it
goes up to $168. Winning films be given the
opportunity to compete nationally against 48
Hour Film Project teams from other
participating cities at Filmapalooza 2020. In
the end the top entries from around the world
will take home a grand prize and will screen at
the Cannes Film Festival’s 2020 Short Film
Corner. For complete info on gathering your
team and entering the local contest, go to
48hourfilm.com/albuquerque. a

Of course musical hijinks ensued and
history was made. Ringo Starr tells Dylan—
whilst the two chat casually amongst
California greenery—that The Byrds
“introduced us to a hallucinogenic situation.”

I wanted to get a clearer idea of why this
particular subcultural phenomenon was so
important to the past and future of American
music. So I phoned up Jakob Dylan. He was
busy fixing a headlight or something like that,
so the film’s PR people connected me with
Echo In The Canyon’s director himself, Andy
Slater, who happens to be the former big
cheese over at Capitol Records. Whoa.

Weekly Alibi: Hey, am I talking to Andy

Slater?

Andy Slater: [Laughs] I think so, last time I
checked.

What an unexpected honor!

Oh, c’mon.

Serio, you’re one of the big names in the

backstory of American rocanrol!

Thanks.

Why is this film important?

It’s about those moments that change
everything, musically, in America, forever.
Roger McGuinn sees A Hard Day’s Night, he
buys a twelve-string Rickenbacker and he
electrifies folk music. Pete Seeger’s “Turn!
Turn! Turn!” drops. George Harrison hears
that and writes “If I Needed Someone” for
Rubber Soul. Brian Wilson hears that and
records Pet Sounds. The Beatles spin that and
Sgt. Pepper’s is the result. Right there is the
bedrock for everything in rock music for the
next 50-plus years. The idea that the echo of
people’s ideas from one time and one place are
capable of reverberating worldwide and across
decades is an interesting concept to explore.

Why is that narrative particularly

relevant now? Why should it be of

interest to millennial viewers?

Like any art or cultural movement, it’s
important to know the context. Where things
come from is important. To appreciate that,
whether in fine art or cinema or literature, it’s
important to know the foundation, to at least
have a cursory overview.

You’ve made a film that will resonate

with completists as well as gentle fans.

Discuss.

I appreciate that. We all came to a place of
love and respect to make this film. People
love these songs. So much of what was
created in those moments is magical. They
were moments in time that shaped us
[Americans] in more ways than one,
musically and culturally. a

The Folk in California
Echo In The Canyon: The rise and influence of folk rock in America

Echo In The Canyon
Directed by Andy Slater

Starring Jakob Dylan, Tom Petty, Roger

McGuinn, David Crosby, Beck, 

Regina Spektor and others

Unrated; Opens June 28.

“You mean there’s more than one?” COURTESY GREENWICH ENTERTAINMENT
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

“Family Business” (Netflix streaming
anytime) Netflix launches its next
Global Series with this French
comedy. After learning France is
about to legalize pot, a down-on-his-
luck entrepreneur (Gérard Darmon)
and his family race to turn their
butcher shop into a marijuana café.

SATURDAY 29

The Bobby DeBarge Story (TV One
8pm) The falsetto-voiced oldest
sibling in the funk-pop band DeBarge
gets his own biopic.

SUNDAY 30

“The Rook” (Starz 9pm) Stephenie
Meyer (of Twilight fame, of course)
is the producer behind this
supernatural miniseries, based on a
book that someone else (Daniel
O’Malley) wrote. A young woman
(Emma Greenwell from
“Shameless”) wakes up on
London’s Millennium Bridge,
surrounded by dead bodies and
with no memory of what happened.
Turns out she’s working for a
clandestine government agency and
is blessed with some freaky
supernatural powers. Paula Patton,
Joely Richardson and Olivia Munn
round out the secret-keeping cast.

“What Just Happened??! with Fred
Savage” (KRQE-DT2 8:30pm) Fred
Savage (“The Wonder Years”) stars as
himself, hosting this jokey spoof of TV
“aftershows.” (You know, those cable
TV gabfests that follow cult series like
“The Walking Dead” or “Better Call

Saul”?) This one finds Savage
talking every week with the
“cast and crew” of the
(fictional) sci-fi thriller “The
Flare” (which is, to reiterate, not
a real show).

“The Loudest Voice” (Showtime
11pm) Aussie Russell Crowe
goes bald and tubby (tubbier?)
to star in this five-episode
miniseries about the founder of
FOX News, notorious rich jerk
Roger Ailes.

MONDAY 1

Blade Trilogy (Syfy 1:30pm) Eh,
it’s Monday. Why bother going to
work? Just stay home and watch
Wesley Snipes kill vampires. The
original Blade starts it off,
followed by Blade II (4pm) and
Blade: Trinity (6:30pm).

TUESDAY 2

“Aircrash Confidential” (Reelz
6pm) Reelz’ new documentary
series looks at the “true”
stories behind various airline
disaster movies like Flight and
We Are Marshall.

WEDNESDAY 2

“The Last Czars” (Netflix
streaming anytime) Czar
Nicholas II resists change,
sparking a revolution and
ending a dynasty in this high-
tone historical docudrama. a

THURSDAY 27

“Answer for Heaven” (Netflix
streaming anytime) A righteous
angel comes to Earth and teams
up with a hard-charging crime
reporter to figure out why humans
are doing fewer good deeds in
this seriously odd-sounding
metaphysical drama out of
Thailand.

“Scooby-Doo and Guess Who?”
(Boomerang streaming anytime)
The 13th animated Scooby-Doo
series finds the Mystery Inc. crew
hooking up with various guest stars,
much like 1972’s “The New Scooby-
Doo Movies.” But for this go-around,
the lineup of celebrities is …
interesting. Among the first season
cameos: Sia, Ricky Gervais, Bill Nye,
Halsey, Neil deGrasse Tyson, Penn &
Teller, Mark Hamill, “Weird Al”
Yankovic, Steve Urkel and Batman
(and yes, those last two are
fictional—but will be there
nonetheless).

FRIDAY 28

“7SEEDS” (Netflix streaming
anytime) In this animated
adaptation of the popular manga
series, several groups of humans—
cryonically frozen to survive a
catastrophic meteor strike on
Earth—struggle to survive in
postapocalyptic Japan.

Swing and a Miss
“Holey Moley” on FOX

B
roadcast networks are notorious for giving up
and switching their primetime programming
to cruise control for the summer. Despite the

rapidly changing face of television (expanded by
cable and exploded by streaming), the big
broadcasters (ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX and The
CW) still look at the summer months as a lousy
time for attracting viewership. And so they crank
out the reruns, the cheap-to-produce reality
shows, the easy-to-make news specials and the
low-effort game shows.

ABC, in particular, has devoted a huge swath
of its 2019 summer lineup to game shows.
Reboots of “Press Your Luck,” “Card Sharks” and
“Match Game” fill the midweek gap on
Wednesday nights. Now the Alphabet Net has
found another fallow hour on the primetime
schedule to devote to its newest sports-reality-
game-show-whatsit “Holey Moley.” Described as
an extreme miniature golf competition, the show
basically combines Putt-Putt Mini Golf with the
slapstick violence of ABC’s 2008 to 2014 obstacle
course challenge “Wipeout.”

Assorted putter-wielding competitors are invited
onto a madcap, obstacle-filled course where they
must navigate a string of giant water hazards while
avoiding various foam rubber obstacles. Contestants
are encouraged to wear goofy outfits or costumes.
Instead of John Henson and John Anderson, we get
color commentators Rob Riggle and Joe Tessitore.
The two do their best to shoehorn some comedy
into the proceedings, with Riggle (a “Daily Show”
vet) scoring the occasional well-improvised jab.

Prior to its premiere, there was no actual
expectation that “Holey Moley” would be a quality
piece of television. But it at least looked goofy
enough to make for some mindless, stress-relieving
summer viewing. Unfortunately, “Holey Moley”
isn’t quite as original as it seems, pulling almost all of

its look and feel directly from “Wipeout”—a snarky
takeoff on Japanese game shows that had a solid
handle its own stupidity. “Holey Moley,” in
contrast, tries too hard to be campy and wacky.
Camp isn’t, arguably, a thing you can set out to
emulate. You have to evolve into it, organically. 

Even beyond the “Let’s Make a Deal” costumes
and cartoonish obstacles, the show strains for over-
the-top absurdity. For some reason, NBA star
Stephen Curry serves as an executive producer
here. Occasionally, the show will cut away to Curry
giving an inspirational (and patently phony)
“fireside chat” (complete with smoking jacket).
“Ever since I was a child I’ve dreamed of being the
golf pro on an extreme miniature golf competition
on ABC,” he says in all mock-seriousness. A for
effort, but it’s yet more distraction from the show’s
sporting action—which gets surprisingly little
attention over the course of a full hour. Most of the
head-to-head matches are edited down to a few
seconds. Some of the holes are entertaining to
behold (though they’ll get old as the season wears
on). Others are poorly designed as “obstacles,” with
difficulty boiling down to pure, arbitrary chance.

After 10 holes of elimination (recreational
golf typically has nine holes, guys), it all comes
down to the last face-off on fire-spewing
“Mount Holey Moley.” And if there’s a tie on
strokes? Contestants square off in a perfectly
ordinary 6-foot putt. After zip-lines and rolling
logs and exploding volcanoes, that’s what you
call “anticlimactic.” 

If “The Masked Singer” can be a hit, I guess
“Holey Moley” can be a ratings winner too. But
the forced wackiness and the general disinterest in
its central conceit make this just another piece of
idea-starved summer filler. a

“Holey Moley” airs Thursdays at 7pm on KOAT-7.
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cal particle of plankton. Kids will dig it. Hip adults will
be in on the joke as well. 90 minutes. G. (Wednesday
7/3 at Flix Brewhouse)

Whisper of the Heart (1995)
This lovely anime from Japan’s legendary Studio Ghi-
bli relates the coming-of-age romance between
Shizuku, a 14-year-old girl who loves reading, and
Seiji, the boy who has checked out all of her favorite
library books. But when Seiji goes off to Italy for the
summer to study the art of violin making, Shizuku de-
cides to commit herself to writing, spinning an elabo-
rate romantic fantasy about cats and trains and
distant lovers. 111 minutes. R. (Opens Monday 7/1
at Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

STILL PLAYING

Aladdin
Disney continues to crank out live-action remakes of
its classic animated features. Here, 1992’s fantasy
musical finds Will Smith replacing Robin Williams as
the wacky genie who makes life better/crazier for a
kindhearted street urchin (Mena Massoud) in love
with a princess (Naomi Scott). Weirdly enough, Guy
Ritchie (Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels;
Snatch; RocknRolla; Sherlock Holmes) directs. 128
minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Al-
buquerque 12)

Anna
French action king Luc Besson (La Femme Nikita, The
Professional, Colombiana, Lucy) sure does love his fe-
male assassins. Here, a sexy Russian woman (Sasha
Luss) kills people for a living. Expect a ridiculous
amount of action. Helen Mirren, Luke Evans and Cil-
lian Murphy round out the cast. 119 minutes. R. (Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Annabelle Comes Home
After various Conjuring films, assorted Annabelle fea-
tures and a handful of what-have-you spin-offs (The
Nun, The Curse of La Llorona), The Conjuring Universe
comes back to the creepy doll that (real-life)
demon/ghost hunters Lorraine and Ed Warren found
and bound. For this chapter (thoroughly unconnected
to reality, I can assure you), the Warrens (Vera

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

perienced by LGBT Americans since the early 1900s.
Double-featured with After Stonewall. 87 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Sunday 6/30 at Guild Cinema)

Despicable Me 3 (2017)
Poor, misunderstood mad scientist Gru (Steve Carell)
tried to go legit in the second Despicable Me movie,
but this third animated outing finds him fired from his
job as a superspy. A timely reunion with his long-lost
(and incredibly successful) twin brother has him plot-
ting one last villainous heist (with the help of his min-
ions, of course). 90 minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 7/2
at Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch (2018)
We already had the TV version narrated by Boris
Karloff (1966) and the live-action version with Jim
Carrey (2000). So why not a 3D CGI-animated ver-
sion? Benedict Cumberbatch voices our hairy party
pooper. Reviewed in v27 i46. 90 minutes. PG. (Opens
Tuesday 6/18 at Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Evil Dead II (1987)
Bruce Campbell and the gang are back in the woods
and battling even more nasty demons, possessed hill-
billies and severed hands in this modern horror hall-
mark. Less of a sequel and more of a crazier, funnier,
faster, gorier remake of Sam Raimi’s 1981 original. A
splatterpunk classic! 85 minutes. Unrated. (friday at
Guild Cinema)

Sgt. Stubby: An American Hero (2018)
This cheaply animated, French-Canadian family film is
(loosely, let’s go with loosely) based on the true story
of Sergeant Stubby, a stray Boston Terrier who became
the mascot of the 102nd Infantry Regiment, tagged
along to the trenches of World War I and became a
hero, saving troops from an incoming mustard gas at-
tack. Mustard gas attacks are a pretty weird topic for
a kiddy cartoon, but here we are. 85 minutes. PG.
(Opens Tuesday 7/2 at Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Smallfoot (2018)
A community of mountain-dwelling Yeti are uncon-
vinced when one of their members (voiced by Chan-
ning Tatum) spots a mythical “Smallfoot” (a human
being) in this computer-animated comedy from
Warner Animation Group (makers of The Lego Movie).
96 minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 7/2 at Movies 8)

The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie (2004)
Nickelodeon’s runaway hit cartoon first came to the
big screen back in 2004. In this animated feature, our
dorky titular sponge and his dimwitted starfish neigh-
bor try to save their hometown from a megalomania-

NEW

Echo in the Canyon
Reviewed this issue. 82 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Monday 7/1 at Guild Cinema, High Ridge)

The Last Black Man in San Francisco
Writer-actor Jimmie Fails and writer-director Joe Talbot
combine their talents to create this fresh-voiced debut
dramedy. Fails plays “Jimmie Fails,” an impoverished
black skater kid in the industrial wasteland of far
south San Francisco who, with the help of his
wannabe artist pal Mont (Jonathan Majors), starts
squatting inside the old Queen Anne-style rowhouse
his family owned years ago. Issues of gentrification
and personal/racial identity are all tangled up to-
gether in this wistful and engaging love/hate letter to
the city of San Francisco. The dialogue is intentionally
stilted and the deliberately offbeat pacing borders on
the abstract, so this curiously Quixotic film won’t be
everyone’s cup of tea. But like its oddball and isloated
main characters, it becomes an island unto itself. Re-
viewed in v28 i25. 121 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
6/28 at Century Rio)

Midsommar
Writer-director Ari Aster, who gave us last year’s
wrenchingly off-kilter arthouse horror Hereditary, re-
turns with this stylish supernatural mystery. A couple
(Florence Pugh, Jack Reynor) travel to rural Sweden
for an elaborate pagan mid-summer festival. What be-
gins as an idyllic vacation becomes the sort of in-
creasingly freaky and violent mistake that will come
as no shock to any tourist who’s seen The Wicker
Man, Children of the Corn, The Shrine, The Ritual or
any other example of small-town folk horror. Next
time, try Disneyworld. 140 minutes. R. (Opens Tues-
day 6/2 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, High Ridge)

The Other Side of Heaven 2: Fire of Faith
The 2001 LDS film about John H. Groberg’s Mormon
missionary experiences in Tonga gets a belated se-
quel. Star Christopher Gorham (“Ugly Betty”) returns.
Anne Hathaway had better things to do, though, so
she gets replaced by New Zealand actress Natalie
Medlock. This one has the now-married Groberg re-
turning to Tongo with his wife and five daughters in
the 1960s to make sure all the natives are still follow-
ing the doctrine and covenants of Joseph Smith and
wearing uncomfortable clothing. 110 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 6/27 at Century Rio)

Spider-Man: Far From Home
Peter Parker (the pitch perfect Tom Holland) jets off to
Europe for a class trip where he’s quickly recruited by
Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) to help fight off an in-
vasion of extradimensional elementals. Making things
more complicated is the arrival of new “hero” in town
Mysterio (Jake Gyllenhaal). 129 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Tuesday 7/2 at Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

Yesterday
Danny Boyle (Trainspotting, The Beach, Slumdog Mil-
lionaire) directs this modern-day fantasy about a
struggling British musician (Himesh Patel) who wakes
up one day to realize he’s somehow slipped into an
alternate timeline and is the only one in the world
who remembers The Beatles. Naturally, he starts “writ-
ing” their music and becomes a superstar. But is it
enough to win him the heart of the woman he loves?
116 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 6/27 at Cen-
tury Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, High Ridge)

RETURNING

After Stonewall (1999)
This sequel to 1984’s hallmark documentary Before
Stonewall chronicles the history of lesbian and gay
life from the groundbreaking Stonewall riots in 1969
to the end of the century. Narrated by Melissa
Etheridge, the film aims to capture the hard work,
struggles, tragic defeats and exciting victories experi-
enced during this time. Double-featured with Before
Stonewall to mark the event’s 50th anniversary. 88
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 6/30 at Guild Cin-
ema)

Before Stonewall (1984)
in 1969 police raided the Stonewall Inn, a notorious
gay bar in New York City’s Greenwich Village, leading
to three nights of rioting by the city’s gay community.
This hallmark moment gave birth to the modern-day
gay liberation movement. This documentary pries
open the closet door to bear witness to the funny, sad
and sometimes horrifying public and private lives ex-

Spider-Man: Far From Home

Farmiga, Patrick Wilson) have locked the titular toy in
their supernatural museum for safekeeping. But when
the couple’s young daughter and her friends let the
doll out, all hell breaks loose. Literally, of course. 106
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque)

Avengers: Endgame
It all comes down to this. After introducing dozens of
heroic characters over the past 10 years, and setting
up the tragic circumstances of Avengers: Infinity War,
the surviving Avengers (Captain America, Black
Widow, Thor, Hawkeye, Iron Man, The Hulk) team up
with the newly returned Captain Marvel (Brie Larson)
to make one last stand against death-loving alien
threat Thanos (Josh Brolin). Basically everyone who’s
ever been in a Marvel movie is part of this space-and-
time-spanning epic. 181 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque
12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Child’s Play
Before Annabelle came along, America’s favorite
haunted doll was a tiny rubber serial killer named
Chucky. For this series reboot, Chucky is now a digital,
internet-connected robot who goes nutzo and tries to
kill a mom (Aubrey Plaza) and her young son (Gabriel
Bateman). Mark Hamill takes over as the voice of our
high-tech new Chucky doll. 90 minutes. R. (Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Dark Phoenix
For Marvel Comics’ latest X-Men outing, producers
draw on Chris Claremont/John Byrne’s justifiably fa-
mous 1977 to ‘76 “Dark Phoenix” storyline (which got
introduced and polished off in all of 10 minutes in
2006’s X-Men: The Last Stand). After mutant min-
dreader Jean Grey develops some awesome teleke-
netic powers following a trip to outer space, it’s up to
her fellow X-Men to stop her from going power mad.
Though this serviceable version trims away a lot of the
original comic’s narrative as well, at least the filmmak-
ers give it the full-film treatment and a decent cast
(including Sophie Turner as Phoenix, James McAvoy
as Professor X and Michael Fassbender as Magneto).
113 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albu-
querque 12)
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Dodger Stadium). The film establishes its own style,
however, by turning John’s flamboyant stage costumes
and outsized persona into a flashy, fantastical journey
through rock history. Taron Egerton (Kingsman: The Se-
cret Service) does energetic work as the piano pounder
at the center of it all. 121 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Century Rio)

The Secret Life of Pets 2
Patton Oswalt replaces persona non grata Louis CK as
the voice of city-bred dog Max in this animated family
flick. For this go-around, Max and his fellow apartment-
dwelling pet pals (voiced by Kevin Hart, Jenny Slate,
Tiffany Haddish, Dana Carvey, Hannibal Buress and Har-
rison Ford) are adjusting to daytime life—interrupted now
by a new, stay-at-home baby. PG. (Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Shaft
Yes, this jokey sequel to 1971’s blaxploitation classic
Shaft and 2000’s belated sequel/reboot Shaft is also
named Shaft. That’s OK, because it unites the original
streetwise private eye John Shaft (Richard Roundtree),
his NYPD detective nephew John Shaft (Samuel L. Jack-
son) and the second Shaft’s cybersecurity expert son,
John Shaft (Jessie T. Usher). All three John Shafts join
forces to uncover the truth when a family friend ends up
dead. 111 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Stockholm
From writer-director Robert Budreau (Born to Be Blue)
comes this lightweight crime comedy inspired by the im-
probable but true story behind the concept of “Stock-
holm Syndrome.” Ethan Hawke, Noomi Rapace and
Mark Strong star in this (mostly fictionalized) account of
a 1973 bank heist that turns into a hostage situation.
92 minutes. R. (Guild Cinema)

Storm Boy
Geoffrey Rush and Jai Courtney star in this tender, con-
temporary retelling of Colin Thiele’s classic Australian
children’s novella from 1964. Haunted by sudden vi-
sions from the past, successful retired businessman
Michael Kingley is forced to remember his long-forgotten
childhood. Growing up on an isolated coastline with his
father, young Michael rescued and raised an orphaned
pelican chick, changing the course of both their lives. 99
minutes. PG. (Guild Cinema)

The Dead Don’t Die
After the surprisingly good genre exercise that was
2013’s Only Lovers Left Alive, longtime indie icon Jim
Jarmusch (Stranger Than Paradise, Down By Law, Mys-
tery Train, Night On Earth) tries his hand at a zombie
comedy. Seems the entire law enforcement community
of tiny, rural Centerville (consisting of Bill Murray, Adam
Driver and Chloé Sevigny) is forced to become supernat-
ural avengers when the dead start rising from their
graves. Tom Waits, Steve Buscemi, Danny Glover, Rosie
Perez, Carol Kane, Tilda Swinton and Iggy Pop are
among the crazy, all-star cast. Jarmusch has fun riffing
on the genre, but he’s a little late to the game. General
audiences are advised to remember this is a Jim Jar-
musch film: It’s slow, very eccentric and far more dead-
pan absurd than laugh-out-loud funny. 105 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown)

Godzilla: King of Monsters
This follow-up to 2014’s American Godzilla flick finds
the Earth on the edge of apocalypse thanks to a wave of
giant monsters (Mothra, Rodan, King Ghidorah) attack-
ing cities around the world. Can the high-tech, cryptozo-
ological agency Monarch fight off the invasion by
recruiting the “King of Monsters” himself, Godzilla? The
human cast includes Millie Bobby Brown, Kyle Chandler,
Vera Farmiga, Ken Watanabe, Bradley Whitford, Ziyi
Zhang and Sally Hawkins—not all of whom are gonna
make it outta this thing alive. There are tons of plot
holes, lots of shaky character motivation and the script
asks us to swallow roughly 1,000 impossible things at
once—and yet the whole thing is so explosively action-
packed with giant monster action, you’d be hard-
pressed to notice. 131 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
AMC Albuquerque 12)

John Wick Chapter 3: Parabellum
The first John Wick film was a down-and-dirty, hard-
boiled-to-the-bone revenge drama that added signifi-
cant adrenaline to star Keanu Reeves’ comeback career.
The second film abandoned all of that for some com-
pletely batcrap crazy action. And it was equally awe-
some. The third film in the trilogy, which finds our
unstoppable hitman John Wick on the run with a $14
million dollar bounty on his head, follows the trend of
over-the-top-and-back-again action. Halle Berry, Anjelica
Huston, Ian McShane, Laurence Fishburne and Mark
Dacascos are among the gunslinging guest stars. 130
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
AMC Albuquerque 12)

Kabir Singh
In this Hindi remake of the popular 2017 Telugu movie
Arjun Reddy, a short-tempered surgeon (Shahid
Kapoor) turns to drugs and drink when his girlfriend
(Kiara Advani) is forced to marry another man. In Hindi
with English subtitles. 172 minutes. Unrated. (Movies
West)

Late Night
Mindy Kaling (“The Office,” “The Mindy Project”) writes
and stars in this comedy about a young female writer
who ends up on the (all male) writing staff of a long-run-
ning late night talk show. When it looks like the host
(Emma Thompson) might lose the show to declining rat-
ings, the new writer encourages her to go out on a limb
and be her most honest self on camera. 102 minutes.
R. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century 14
Downtown)

Men In Black: International
Tessa Thompson teams up with her Thor: Ragnarok
costar Chris Hemsworth as a conspiracy theorist who
worms her way into the new London branch of the MIB.
There, she is recruited and teamed up with a partner to
fend off a series of alien attacks taking place around the
globe. Liam Neeson and Emma Thompson costar, and
Kumail Nanjiani shows up to voice a tiny alien. These
movies are so popular. Why aren’t they better? 114 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albu-
querque 12)

Pavarotti
Academy Award-winning director Ron Howard (who gave
us the recent The Beatles: Eight Days a Week—The Tour-
ing Years documentary) puts audiences front row center
for this biographical look at legendary opera singer Lu-
ciano Pavarotti. History-making performances, intimate
interviews and never-before-seen footage are included.
115 minutes. Unrated. (Century 14 Downtown)

Rocketman
This movie about the life and times of British rock star
Elton John follows, more or less, the Bohemian Rhap-
sody battle plan—giving viewers a tune-filled flashback
biopic built around an iconic musical performance (in
this case, John’s career-defining 1975 concert at LA’s

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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Toy Story 4
Woody, Buzz and the rest of the Toy story gang are back
in this latest outing for animation giant Pixar. Seems that
little Bonnie (who took over the toys after Andy grew up
and went off to college in Toy Story 3) has created a
beloved new plaything (named “Forky”) out of a plastic
spork, some pipe cleaners and a couple mismatched
googly eyes. But when Forky gets lost during a road trip,
Buzz and Woody vow to rescue the freakish little dude.
100 minutes. G. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

SECOND RUN

Brightburn
In this horror movie twist on the Superman myth, a
human-looking alien baby crash-lands on Earth, gets
adopted by an upstanding rural couple, develops god-
like superpowers … and proceeds to slaughter the puny
humans around him. 91 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

The Curse of La Llorona
a well-meaning social worker (Linda Cardellini from
“Freaks and Geeks”) ignores the warnings of a troubled
mother suspected of child endangerment and finds her-
self and her own kids drawn into the eerie supernatural
realm of the infamous Hispanic spook, La Llorona. 93
minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

A Dog’s Journey
In this sequel to 2017’s A Dog’s Purpose (based on the
emotionally manipulative books by W. Bruce Cameron),
devoted dog Bailey (voiced by Josh Gad) spends an-
other movie dying and getting reincarnated as a series
of lovable but totally doomed pooches. 108 minutes.
PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Dumbo
Tim Burton helms the latest in Disney’s unstoppable pa-
rade of live-action remakes of animated classics. Sur-
prising no one, Burton opts for a much darker take on
the classic 1941 cartoon. 112 minutes. PG. (Movies 8,
Movies West)

The Hustle
Anne Hathaway and Rebel Wilson take over for Michael
Caine and Steve Martin in this gender-swapped remake
of 1988’s Dirty Rotten Scoundrels. Hathaway and Wil-
son play a couple of con artists who meet up in the
Mediterranean to fight over some rich, dumb men. 94
minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

The Intruder
A young African American couple (Michael Ealy, Meagan
Good) buy a beautiful house on several acres of land in
Napa Valley, only to find out that the man they bought it
from refuses to let go of the property. Dennis Quaid goes
all evil for a change to play the stalker-like real estate
seller in this domestic thriller. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Long Shot
An unemployed journalist (Seth Rogen) is hired as head
speechwriter by the secretary of state (Charlize Theron)
as she makes a run for the US presidency. Turns out she
used to babysit him decades ago and was his first pu-
bescent crush. Improbably but inevitably, these two op-
posites find themselves attracted to one another. 125
minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Ma
Oscar winner Octavia Spencer plays a lonely woman
who befriends a group of teenagers looking for someone
to buy them beer. She willingly helps out, even providing
her house as party central. Eventually, however, the
friendly host’s obsession grows to dangerous propor-
tions. 99 minutes. R. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Pokémon Detective Pikachu
Justice Smith (Paper Towns) stars as Tim Goodman,
stars in this odd, live-action offshoot of the Pokémon
anime/card game/video game franchise. When his big
city detective dad is killed in the line of duty, our protag-
onist joins forces with a talking Pokémon (voiced in PG-
13 Deadpool mode by Ryan Reynolds) to solve the
crime. 104 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Shazam!
In this heartfelt, entertaining DC Comics adaptation, a
streetwise 14-year-old orphan (wide-eyed Asher Angel
from Disney’s “Andi Mack”) is contacted by an other-
worldly wizard who gifts him with a host of magical su-
perpowers (not to mention the ability to transform into a
musclebound adult—played by Zachary Levi). With the
help of his adoptive family, our “hero” does his best to
figure out his abilities (not to mention the meaning of
heroism). 132 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)
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SONIC REDUCER
BY AUGUST MARCH

Fuguers Cove
Skeletons

(Self-released)

In Justin Bendell’s work as

fuguers cove, there are

moments when comparisons

are apt but it’s still like

walking out on the wing of a

really big and fast jet airliner

when it comes to the

rocanrol that this dude makes in a home studio.

Yeah this could have come from a four-track

sitting in a basement in Dayton, Ohio or New

Hope, Pa.—but it’s coming from right now, out

of an expansively, exquisitely and ironically

fertile desert. You can tell by the twang.

After several totally underground

releases—that have mostly found their mark by

landing in the hands of nerdy outsiders begging

for symbols and sonic signage that attest to

rocanrol’s ultimate redemption—fuguers cove

has released a record that summarizes the

state of the genre in 2019. It’s skeletal but

alive as well, grinding away unselfconsciously,

gloriously with all the existential angst and

insidious ennui that one expects.

But the sound that’s coming from those

bones dancing en plein air is not a gentle one;

nor is it coming from a rock club or a recital

hall, but rather from deep within the mind of a

man on the edge of town.

Bendell’s craggy vocals verge on tortured

and at times, he seems really far off in those

hills, buried by desert dust in the ideas that he

brings to life on sick tunes like “skin.” Still, he

finds a way to turn chaos into a clever hook or

transcendent instrumental break.

It’s kinda like listening to angry version of

The Kinks but with Keith Richards on lead

guitar and Dave Mustaine singing while

certain Pixies members are probing your brain

the whole time with a tuned-down, sped up

version of reality like the one described on

“lung champions of big hearted river.” But, of

course, it isn’t like that at all.

That’s because every time one thinks

they’ve got Bendell and company clarified or

pigeonholed or relegated to the presumptively

predictable turns that are currently in favor in

rocanrolandia, the whole band twists away

from definition in a seriously postmodern

strategy that ends up yielding further examples

of melodic mastery like discursively destructive

gem “saturday night special,” a song with a

slow shuffle that leads straight to hell.

After a decidedly GbV turn (”youth of

america”), the band takes a grungy, gravelly

path, and they end up going all the way with

the chaos and noise that they shamelessly

flirted with earlier. The result is an

unpretentious, unscripted and totally true punk

rock discourse of the beatnik glory variety—

filling the remainder of this record with chunky,

dirty, rocanrol goodness. The rawness is real,

and nobody is trying to get a record deal by

beating the shit out of their instruments on “red

roof inn;” it just feels better that way.

My favorite track on this too-short

collection of reasons why you should still love

local rock music is called “birdlife.” There’s

something magically uplifting about the

frenzy contained in that minute and a half that

allows listeners to crash into what comes

next—on the record and in life—with the

realization that the dark requires light for

definition and, that birds require flight. If

those are the only intentions manifest on this

record, then they are damn satisfying. a
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The Essence of True Romance
Libations, sensations and plenty of shows

latest, eponymous album. Griffin will be
gigging at the historic KiMo Theatre (423
Central Ave. NW) on Thursday, June 27.
Griffin’s sense of universalism, both in the
compositional devices and the lyrics she
employs, are often affirmative but plaintive;
when she rocks out as on mi favorito, “Flaming
Red,” it’s with a heartfelt urgency that is as
authentic as the Gibson J-50 the artist wields.
And if that’s not enough for you fellow rock
mitote-cravers, her partner for the years
between 2010 and 2012 was none other than
the golden god himself, Robert Plant. Serio.
That probably made for some fine duets but
you can still catch Griffin at her most
excellent on a spring tour that graciously
includes El Duque. 7:30pm • $30 to $45 •
All-ages.

Friday
I’ve been in the mood for some Grateful

Dead tuneage since September of 1983 when I
accidently dosed myself with 750 micrograms
of purple microdot on the morning before two
days of “Dead at the Downs” in Santa. The
next four days are still somewhat of a mystery,
but now whenever I hear “Me and My
Uncle”—or anything from Europe ’72 for that
matter—I go into a trance similar to, but far
more active than the one I get from listening
to The Bill Evans Quartet for hours on end.
That’s why I’m so glad that Let It Grow,
Burque’s premier Dead tribute outfit, will be
jamming at Inside Out (622 Central Ave.
SW) on Friday, June 28. The band, which
features Lonn Calanca, Jeffrey Trespell, Dave
Holtkamp, James Broska, Kelly Wilson and
Kevin Kinane, grow their performances from
heady nugs of improvisation that take flight

on the sacred bones of fabled Dead tuneage
magically brought back to life by visceral,
cerebral performances. And that’s what it’s
like, playing, playing in the band. Or how
about this comparison: It’s just a box of rain or
a ribbon for your hair; such a long long time
to be gone and a short time to be there. 8pm
• $8 in advance, $10 at the door • 21+.

Saturday Part I
Yes it’s true. With one eyebrow raised
compellingly—in the fashion of Mr. Spock,
but the one from Oscilloscope Laboratories—I
am going to suggest that you, dear reader, take
a trip west on I-40 to Route 66 Casino, an
always illuminated creation of glass and
concrete and steel rising just before Nine Mile
Hill on the outskirts of Albuquerque, New
Mexico. They have a super-decent concert
hall there, one where both second acts and
resurgent superstars come to play. Such is the
case (you guess which, though) for REO
Speedwagon, a band that will be rocking the
heck out of the Legends Theater at Route 66
Casino (14500 Central Ave. SW) on
Saturday, June 29. Although many rockers in
my generation spent the early 1980s making
savage fun of the quintessentially American
pop-rock outfit whose hits included “Can’t
Fight This Feeling” and “Keep on Loving
You.” There is some decent tuneage in there,
if you dig. Like a lot of Midwest rock bands
that ended up embracing a commercial sound
to help define their success, REO’s early work
is probably their best. Wailin’ blues rockers
like “Ridin’ the Storm Out” will always be fly
even if what came after was created for mass
consumption. That plus who doesn’t want to
spend an evening with a high-register vocalist

like Kevin Cronin, if you think he might even
pull out real G_d-given golden rock nuggets
like “Roll With The Changes” or “Time for
Me to Fly.” 8pm • $45 to $89 • All-ages.

Saturday Part II
Whitey Morgan is the postmodern
incarnation of honky tonk. The dude and his
band, the 78s, emanate from Flint, Mich. and
have a song called “Turn Up the Bottle” and
another called “Hard To Get High.” It’s a
lowdown and dirty brand of music from the
country, where folks still fight over things like
$5 bags of coke and the right to adultery and
their sound has the squalor of The Beaumonts
mixed up nicely with a double shot of eff-you
twang—with some George Jones and Tammy
Wynette thrown in for good measure. Whitey
and company will make an appearance at
Sunshine Theater (122 Central Ave. SW) on
Saturday, June 29 and you ought to go,
especially if that good old rocanrol just seems
old to you lately. Country bands can play like
the devil himself—just ask Charlie Daniels—
and you can bet that this concert is gonna
pack a punch. Rather than a traditional
hootenanny, it may be more akin to a large
ranch-based skirmish complete with loud as
Hades guitar wrestling and a brutal, cattle-
killing rhythm section. This ain’t your
grandpappy’s version of “Hee Haw,” after all.
8pm • $25 to $80 • All-ages (13+).

Sunday
It’s a true thing that Burque’s hip-hop scene is
moving through a period of relative
renaissance. With new releases by a plethora
of local artists, studios rising up in what were
once considered unlikely places and subgenres
spanning from horrorcore to strictly left-field,
trap-influenced rap, there are more options
than ever for those who see hip-hop as the
creative solution to the constant flux that
seems to dominate the scene in Burque.
Humans worldwide have been harkening to
the sound, but like much else about our
beloved burg, we’re still catching up with a
national urban trend that has seen rap eclipse
rock in many cities at many venues. That’s
okay, we’ll all get along fine because we’re all
one, sabes. In the meantime, here’s one last
suggestion (curated response?) in this week’s
column. Go down to the Launchpad (618
Central Ave. SW) on Sunday, June 30 and
show Def-i some love. Dude is squarely
responsible for the most excellent quality and
quantity of hip-hop in this town. And on that
very night, he’ll be presenting a concert as
part of his Dream Trails Tour. The show
includes some of the fiercest forces on the
scene, like Sage Cornelius, Macchiato Music
and DJ Béeso for chrissakes, so shake off your
end-of-weekend blues and get down to the
sound at the place where images of
rocketships abound. And so the summer jams
go round and round. 8pm • $5 • 21+. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

“T
his is the night/ Of the expanding
man/ I take one last drag/ As I
approach the stand/ I cried when I

wrote this song/ Sue me if I play too long/
This brother is free/ I’ll be what I want to be/
I’ll learn to work the saxophone/ I play just
what I feel/ Drink Scotch whiskey all night
long/ And die behind the wheel/ They got a
name for the winners in the world/ I want a
name when I lose/ They call Alabama the
Crimson Tide/ Call me Deacon Blue.”—
Steely Dan, “Deacon Blues”

Be more circumspect. After years and
years, you begin to do this job by feeling
around, by connecting the hands to electrodes
that inevitably lead somewhere: a club, a
concert hall, the empty warehouse or outdoor
amphitheater where the sound will eventually
come from, cascading, drowning even, but in
an ecstatic way.

All the faces and the names and the
sounds: They’re all wonderful and bright and
memorable. And the scene seems so perfect
and on time. Until you make a mistake and
then another—transpose a name after an epic
shatter sesh or foggily convince yourself that
everyone is pushing singles these days and
that’s what the hep mean when they say the
word “record.” You know you’re alone.

So you redouble your efforts, taking K.
Lamar seriously—with gravity and humility—
but realize in the late night exposition of that
particular record, that right or wrong, you’ll
always be an outsider and that’s just fine.

Because, you tell yourself, that’s what
rocanrol is really about. Your errors are also
your grace in the holey improvisation you’re
constantly devising; you should be crawling
through those words anyway, if not to dance,
then to correct.

And so it goes with summer blazing away.
Wholesome new shows appear every day; you
still smile when the names of certain bands
come around at the office or the coffee shop
and you’ll be singing along, with the stereo
cranked up to 11, by the time deadline rolls
around with a million songs swirling in your
head.

Thursday
Patty Griffin is a Grammy Award-winning
singer-songwriter whose work has been
variously classified as folk, folk-rock and
Americana, among other genres. But
whatever you call her flower-coaxing, broadly
and sometimes boldly beatific output, it all
comes down to a voice that fairly rumbles and
flutters and flies through a wide, emotion-
filled world of intimate vignettes captured in
striking, sometimes stark arrangements.
Griffin’s reach also includes gospel music. She
utilizes and transforms the genre with
challenging and compelling results on her

Def-I COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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gleemen and gleemaidens would strum them
and tour around Europe to help lift the spirits of
the people, to help bring them out of the Dark
ages with uplifting songs.

That’s really cool.

Callie Sioux: It’s pretty random, but we found
that term and did some research and it really—

It’s kind of like you’ve taken the whole

concept to heart.

Yeah! Pretty much!

Where do the ideas for your music come

from?

Jhett: Like Callie said, we’ve infused a lot of
references to literature in our music. And we
were both late bloomers as musicians. We’ve
always been infatuated with storytelling; for us,
music became the medium for all of that.
There are a lot of folk and rock ballads in our
work; storytelling is an essential part of the
music we make

Calli Sioux: We didn’t grow up playing
music, but we were fans. There are lots of
musicians in both of our families. And when
we met, we started playing music, writing
songs together, mostly stories and ballads. And
you experience a lot traveling through the US
and Europe. Your family goes through changes.
Those are big inspirations. The ups and downs,
the history of New Mexico could be included
in those inspirations and influences.

Jhett: As far as the music itself is
concerned, we are obsessed with all things
vintage. What happened with rock in the late
’60s—especially the folk rock and the blues
rock of that period—was fantastic. The
countercultural music scene connected a
whole lot of people. A whole generation could
relate to that music. There were a few golden
years there when music was meant to be
shared. The Gleewood project is steeped in
that culture and style. That culture and that
style is coming alive again.

Like Black Oak Arkansas or something

like that?

Sure. Absolutely. I appreciate the fact that
you get the Southern Gothic thing. That’s
groovy. On our last EP and the record we just
released, we’re definitely using darker colors
to paint the tapestry. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

O
ye, carnales, I just got off the telephone
with Jhett and Callie Sioux Schiavone, the
living souls that front a Southern Gothic

folk-rock power trio cum quartet (Callie’s dad is
playing rhythm guitar on this tour) se llama
Gleewood. No fooling, these hep cats from
Ruidoso, New Mexico have spent the past six
years stretching their espooky roots and
branches all over the region.

Now they are working outta Nashville and on
tour, on their way back to Nuevo Mexico to
lovingly spread their stark and star-crossed brand
of rocking blues. Their new record dropped on
June 12. It’s a single titled “Superstition” and tours
the sharp edges of mental illness and addiction
with a deft directness and dusky melodics.

Inflected by the literature of the
southlands—you know like Faulkner and
Oates—and informed by the hot as hell guitar
cult that emanates outta Tejas and has, over
the years, infected much of the rocanrol being
made from New Mexico to Califas with its
slithery ways. Gleewood is the sort of band that
makes songs out of a mixture of dreams seen
through an old teevee, a cunningly deployed
distortion pedal and gravel from the rough road
forward. Jhett’s haunting baritone adds another
level of mystery while yielding fantastic
harmonies with his mezzo wife and partner.

Weekly Alibi caught up with Gleewood as
they drove toward Roswell for a Friday night gig.
Since there weren’t any UFOs flitting about and
showtime was imminent, music was the
immediate focus of our rather cool conversation.

Weekly Alibi: Hey Jhett, it’s August March

calling from Weekly Alibi. Got a few

minutes to talk about Gleewood?

Jhett: Yeah, I do have a few minutes. Thanks for
calling, man. That was perfect timing. We were
just up in a mountain pass.

Where are you?

We left Nashville a couple of days ago and now
we just entered New Mexico. We’re headed
down to Roswell tonight, then we’ll do a house
show in [Las] Cruces on Tuesday before we head
up to the mountains for a gig in Pagosa Springs
before dipping back down to Albuquerque, El
Paso and Austin. In July we’ll head for the
Pacific Northwest before the European leg of
the tour starts in September.

Awesome. You know I’ve been listening to

your music this week and really digging all

of it, from the Southern Gothic aesthetic to

Jhett’s baritone. But the question I really

wanna ask is, where did you come up with

the name?

Callie Sioux: [Laughs] We read a lot and look to
books for inspiration. When we’re on the road,
there’s a lot of time to read or listen to
audiobooks. We came across the term
“Gleewood” several years ago, in an old
translation of Beowulf, actually. It kinda harkens
back to our folk roots. It means “happy guitar.” 

Jhett: Yeah, back in the Middle Ages in
Europe, a gleewood was a hand-held harp;

Glee in Gleewood
Southern Gothic for Norteños

Gleewood
Marble Brewery Downtown • 111 Marble Ave. NW

Thursday, June 27 • 7pm • $5

Gleewood COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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Strange Times
Congress blocks feds from enforcing drug laws

tiny) mice were given 10 to 20 times more
milligrams of CBD than the average consumer
currently doses. The study’s lead author, Igor
Koturbash, said it highlights the need to
conduct more testing on CBD, though. 

Concerns over the lack of proper scientific
study related to CBD have been raised in

recent months. Last week, the House of
Representatives approved a policy

amendment that would compel the
FDA to “undertake a process to make

lawful a safe level for conventional
foods and dietary supplements
containing cannabidiol (CBD) so
long as the products are compliant
with all other FDA rules and

regulations.” 
But the FDA has said it

wants to take it slow with
CBD. It made claims about

CBD and liver toxicity as
well. In an article
printed on the agency’s
website, titled “FDA is

Committed to Sound,
Science-based Policy on

CBD,” representatives write:
“While we recognize the

potential benefits of CBD,
questions remain regarding its safety.

During our review of the marketing
application for Epidiolex, we identified
certain safety risks, including the potential for
liver injury.”

Currently, only topicals infused with CBD
derived from hemp are legal. The FDA says
foods and supplements utilizing the compound
are still banned because CBD is the active
ingredient in a pharmaceutical drug.

Strain Corner
This week I was feeling hot as hell, so I
visited High Desert Relief (4840 Pan
American Fwy. NE Ste. H) for a gram of
Summer Breeze (THC: 18.5%, CBD: 0.35%—
$9/gram). I drove home with the windows
rolled up tight and the air conditioner on full
blast. I did not listen to any songs clocking
over 80 beats per minute.

By the time I found myself on the couch, I
was down to my skivvies and glistening like a
wet plum. The flower smelled sour and tart,
with a hint of Necco wafers. I loaded a bowl,
admiring the fine dusting of trichomes over
the bud’s surface while I held my feet out at
an angle and slowly spread my toes.
Everything felt soggy.

The first hit tasted sweet and tangy. It stung
my sinuses a little and made my eyes water.
The smoke felt extremely hot and I had to
slowly blow it out in a burning stream across
my palate. The effects came on quickly. My
head felt light and I could feel myself relax. By
the end of the bowl, I was happily sitting on
the carpet watching birds melt on the patio.

Summer Breeze seemed most useful as a
mood enhancer. This strain would be great for
someone suffering from anxiety, depression or
exhaustion. a

I
f you need any proof that the legalization of
marijuana is on its way, your leaders in
Congress are trying desperately to give it to

you. Last week lawmakers approved an
amendment that would block the Department
of Justice from using funds to interfere in states
and territories where recreational cannabis use
has been legalized.

The amendment was attached to a
pending House bill that, if approved,
will set the DOJ’s budget for the 2020
fiscal year. According to the
Associated Press, the amendment
passed with a bipartisan vote of
267 to 165. It denies the DOJ
access to funds for pursuing
criminal cases against individuals
and cannabis companies
working in compliance with local
state laws in places where
cannabis is legal.

Protections of this sort
were first enacted for states
that have medical cannabis
programs back in 2014, but until
now, recreational cannabis
programs have had no such
shield. A similar rider to the
current one was up for consideration in
2015, but failed to pass on the House floor.
The overwhelming success of the current
amendment is more than a little exciting to
cannabis advocates.

Speaking to Forbes, NORML Political
Director Justin Strekal said it was “the most
significant vote on marijuana reform policy
that the House of Representatives has ever
taken.” Cannabis Trade Federation CEO Neal
Levine said, “The historic nature of this vote
cannot be overstated. For the first time, a
chamber of Congress has declared that the
federal government should defer to state
cannabis laws.”

At this point, a heavy-handed battle
against local cannabis laws would be unwise.
Medical cannabis has been approved in one
form or another in 47 states, and it’s been fully
legalized in 11 states. The number of states
that are decriminalizing marijuana (including
our own) is rising. The idea that the federal
government can come in and put a stop to
programs that the majority of Americans are in
support of is outrageous, and lawmakers have
clearly become aware of that.

CBD and Liver Health
A recent study by researchers at the University
of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, published in
the journal Molecules, examined CBD
hepatotoxicity in mice and found that
exposure to the compound elevated the risk of
liver toxicity.

This is apparently the first time a study of
this kind has shown such a correlation, but
liver toxicity is a common adverse reaction to
many medicines. It’s why we’ve been told by
the Food and Drug Administration not to
indulge in acetaminophen (like Tylenol) too
often. It should also be noted that the (tiny,
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY:
Discipline your inner flame. Use your radiance
constructively. Your theme is controlled fire. AUGUST:
Release yourself from dwelling on what’s amiss or off-
kilter. Find the inspiration to focus on what’s right and
good. SEPTEMBER: Pay your dues with joy and
gratitude. Work hard in service to your beautiful dreams.
OCTOBER: You can undo your attractions to
“gratifications” that aren’t really very gratifying.
NOVEMBER: Your allies can become even better allies.
Ask them for more. DECEMBER: Be alert for
unrecognized value and hidden resources.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY: If
you choose to play one of life’s trickier games, you must
get trickier yourself. AUGUST: Shedding irrelevant
theories and unlearning old approaches will pave the
way for creative breakthroughs. SEPTEMBER: Begin
working on a new product or project that will last a long
time. OCTOBER: Maybe you don’t need that emotional
crutch as much as you thought. NOVEMBER: Explore
the intense, perplexing, interesting feelings until you’re
cleansed and healed. DECEMBER: Join forces with a
new ally and/or deepen an existing alliance.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY:
It’s time to take fuller advantage of a resource you’ve
been neglecting or underestimating. AUGUST: For a
limited time only, two plus two equals five. Capitalize on
that fact by temporarily becoming a two-plus-two-
equals-five type of person. 

SEPTEMBER: It’s time and you’re ready to discover
new keys to fostering interesting intimacy and robust
collaboration. OCTOBER: The boundaries are shifting
on the map of the heart. That will ultimately be a good
thing. NOVEMBER: If you do what you fear, you’ll gain
unprecedented power over the fear. DECEMBER:
What’s the one thing you can’t live without? Refine and
deepen your relationship to it.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY:
Acquire a new personal symbol that thrills your mind
and mobilizes your soul. AUGUST: Reconfigure the way
you deal with money. Get smarter about your finances.
SEPTEMBER: It’s time to expedite your learning. But
streetwise education is more useful than formal
education. Study the Book of Life. OCTOBER: Ask for
more help than you normally do. Aggressively build your
support. NOVEMBER: Creativity is your superpower.
Reinvent any part of your life that needs a bolt of
imaginative ingenuity. DECEMBER: Love and care for
what you imagine to be your flaws and liabilities.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Here are your fortune cookie-
style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY:
Transform something that’s semi-ugly into something
that’s useful and winsome. AUGUST: Go to the top of
the world and seek a big vision of who you must
become. SEPTEMBER: Your instinct for worthy and
constructive adventures is impeccable. Trust it.
OCTOBER: Be alert for a new teacher with a capacity
to teach you precisely what you need to learn.
NOVEMBER: Your mind might not guide you perfectly,
but your body and soul will. DECEMBER: Fresh hungers
and budding fascinations should alert you to the fact
that deep in the genius part of your soul, your master
plan is changing.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY: I’d
love to see you phase out wishy-washy wishes that
keep you distracted from your burning, churning desires.
AUGUST: A story that began years ago begins again.
Be proactive about changing the themes you’d rather
not repeat. SEPTEMBER: Get seriously and daringly
creative about living in a more expansive world.
OCTOBER: Acquire a new tool or skill that will enable
you to carry out your mission more effectively.
NOVEMBER: Unanticipated plot twists can help heal
old dilemmas about intimacy. DECEMBER: Come up
with savvy plans to eliminate bad stress and welcome
good stress.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Here are your fortune cookie-
style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY: Say this
every morning: “The less I have to prove and the fewer
people I have to impress, the smarter I’ll be.” AUGUST:
Escape an unnecessary limitation. Break an obsolete rule.
Override a faded tradition. SEPTEMBER: What kind of
“badness” might give your goodness more power?
OCTOBER: You’re stronger and freer than you thought
you were. Call on your untapped power. NOVEMBER:
Narrowing your focus and paring down your options will
serve you beautifully. DECEMBER: Replace what’s fake
with the Real Thing.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY:
Stretch yourself. Freelance, moonlight, diversify and
expand. AUGUST: Having power over other people is less
important than having power over yourself. Manage your
passions like a wizard! SEPTEMBER: Ask the big
question. And be ready to act expeditiously when you get
the big answer. OCTOBER: I think you can arrange for the
surge to arrive in manageable installments. Seriously.
NOVEMBER: Dare to break barren customs and habits
that are obstructing small miracles and cathartic
breakthroughs. DECEMBER: Don’t wait around hoping to
be given what you need. Instead, go after it. Create it
yourself, if necessary.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY: Can
you infuse dark places with your intense light without
dimming your intense light? Yes! AUGUST: It’s time for an
archetypal Sagittarian jaunt, quest or pilgrimage.
SEPTEMBER: The world around you needs your practical
idealism. Be a role model who catalyzes good changes.
OCTOBER: Seek out new allies and connections that can
help you with your future goals. NOVEMBER: Be open to
new and unexpected ideas so as to get the emotional
healing you long for. DECEMBER: Shed old, worn-out
self-images. Reinvent yourself. Get to know your depths
better.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY: You
have an enhanced capacity to feel at peace with your
body, to not wish it were different from what it naturally is.
AUGUST: You can finally solve a riddle you’ve been trying
to solve for a long time. SEPTEMBER: Make your
imagination work and play twice as hard. Crack open
seemingly closed possibilities. OCTOBER: Move up at
least one rung on the ladder of success. NOVEMBER:
Make yourself more receptive to blessings and help that
you have overlooked or ignored. DECEMBER: You’ll learn
most from what you leave behind—so leave behind as
much as possible.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY: I’ll
cry one tear for you, then I’ll cheer. AUGUST: Plant seeds
in places that hadn’t previously been on your radar.
SEPTEMBER: You may seem to take a wrong turn, but it’ll
take you where you need to go. OCTOBER: Open your
mind and heart as wide as you can. Be receptive to the
unexpected. NOVEMBER: I bet you’ll gain a new power,
higher rank or greater privilege. DECEMBER: Send out
feelers to new arrivals who may be potential helpers.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Here are your fortune
cookie-style horoscopes for the months ahead. JULY: Your
creative powers are at a peak. Use them with flair.
AUGUST: Wean yourself from pretend feelings and
artificial motivations and inauthentic communications.
SEPTEMBER: If you want to have greater impact and
more influence, you can. Make it happen! OCTOBER: Love
is weird but good. Trust the odd journey it takes you on.
NOVEMBER: If you cultivate an appreciation for paradox,
your paradoxical goals will succeed. DECEMBER: Set firm
deadlines. Have fun disciplining yourself. a

HOMEWORK: WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN

WHICH YOU WERE MOST VIGOROUSLY ALIVE?

FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded weekly
audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The audio
horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or (900)
950-7700.



Buy/Sell/Trade

SECURITY DOORS FOR SALE
Roll-up security doors for sale.
Formly in CVS drug stores.
Ready for install. Please call
Jordan for more information
505-715-3853

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH

Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

STUDIES

SECONDHAND SMOKE
RESEARCH The UNM College

of Pharmacy is recruiting non-
smokers currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 18-40
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease.
Two visits (0.5 & 1 hrs) are
needed. You will be
compensated for your time.
Call Meera Shah 505-272-
0578. HRRC #18-776

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Employment

MAREK LAW FIRM
EMPLOYMENT Marek Law
Firm seeking Office
Manager/Personal Assistant
$28,800/yr +bonuses Send
resumes in PDF format to
OfficeManager@mareklawfirm.
com 

CAREGIVER/DIRECT CARE
$500 sign on bonus after 90
days, $11.05/hr., benefits, pd.
training. Assist adults with
disabilities with everyday

living. Requirements: valid
NMDL, clean driving record,
reliable vehicle & ins., HS
Diploma/GED, passing drug
test/bkgrd ck. & be 21+.
Apply online:
www.providencesupportservice
s.com

JOIN OUR WINNING TEAM!
Home-Based Text Msg Reps
Needed! FT/PT/Anytime-Will
train! Call now for
details:(248) 440-7406 

Apartments for Rent

NEWLY RENOVATED furnished
studios. Laundry Onsite. Cable
& Utilities INCLUDED. Call now:
505-226-6932

Body & Soul

MOVE IN TODAY! Fully
Furnished Studio Apartments
– no credit check & no lease
req. Call Now: 505-225-2673

Office Space

MASSAGE THERAPY OFFICE
SPACE Well-established
massage therapist seeking a
massage therapist to share

ACCOUNTANT WANTED
Albuquerque Tax Advisors, LLC
in Albuquerque, New Mexico is
seeking an accountant. At a
minimum, a Bachelor’s degree
in Accounting or Mathematics
is required for the position.
The accountant will perform
payroll services, conduct
quarterly and year-end
reporting, perform month end
closing processes, and
reconcile accounts receivable
and accounts payable
accounts. Prospective

applicants, please forward
your resume to the Human
Resources department at
HRforATA@gmail.com. 

RESTAURANT STAFF NEEDED
Ragin’ Shrimp is hiring
Dishwashers & Servers. Apply
in person @ 3619 Copper NE.

MUSICIAN’S WANTED!!!!
Singer/songwriter, guitar
slinger, want to put folk/rock
band together - need bass
player, drummer, pedal-steel
call or text 505-259-2068

NONSMOKER RESEARCH
STUDY The UNM College of
Pharmacy is recruiting non-
smokers 18-40 years old, for a
study on a new risk factor for
heart disease. Two visits (0.5
and 1 hr) are needed. You will
be compensated for your time.
Call Meera Shah 505-272-
0578. HRRC #18-776

Counseling/Psychiatry

ENVISAGE COUNSELING For
mental health. Licensed male
therapist located off
Tramway/I-40 Takes multiple
insurances, incl Medicaid and
Medicare, private pay 585-
2504

Licensed Massage

MEZMERIZING MASSAGE BY
MISS VIKI Call 505-304-
4121 to schedule Appt. Lic#
1904

w
TANTRA MASSAGE &
TEACHING Give yourself

the gift of an AMAZING Tantra
Massage. Feel loved, honored,
celebrated, and educated.
Experience powerful healing
and pleasure on all levels -
physically, mentally,

emotionally, and spiritually. I
am a Professional Massage
Therapist(Lic.#2788), Life
Coach, and Tantra Teacher. I
offer to men and women, as
well as couples. Larger group
workshops coming soon.
MANY BLESSINGS Namaste,
Julianne #505-920-3083

BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE

Hi ! This is the first time I’ve ever done this and it’d be

really cool if it worked! You were at sister bar on 80s

night and you danced with my friends and me to a

whole bunch of fun bangers from the 80s. ( I had

overalls on) You were seriously so much fun and cute!

Let’s throw some glitter and go dancing again! :)

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Sister Bar on 6/15/2019.

ST PIUS X CRAFT SHOW
You had a number of Native American silver & turquoise
items, but truth be told I was much more interested in
you than your jewelry offerings. Think the feeling may
have been mutual but your boyfriend kept a hawk eye
on us while we talked. I was kind of bummed over
Google but-I was wrong! I told you Google would be
wiping out all blogs after April 1, 2019, but I had it all
wrong. The blogs & photos are staying up, it’s only the
Google+ profiles & their photos that went away. Just do
it! ;o)
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: St Pius X Craft Show on 4/6/2019.

I WAVED AND YOU SMILED
I saw you sitting with a friend at the Frontier,Thursday
night. I kept staring at your beautiful face, and you

caught me,and smiled. I nervously smiled back. As i
was leaving,I waved like a child, and surprisingly you
waved back.I would love to see you again.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: Frontier Resteraunt on 5/23/2019.

I’M READY TO TAKE THE STEP AND BE

SATISFIED

You really liked me a lot. Flirted constantly. I told you I

was committed and you still came in every day. The

more I ignored you the more you tried. 

I was flattered but not at all interested in a young guy

who had a weird older women fetish

You called me on me not being happy. I never admitted

that. But anyways I’m ready. My bf is bored with me

and I want to feel wanted.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: East Mountains shell on 2/28/2019.

TOGA?
You were playing on one of the free play games and I was
the lousy Deku playing on the Ps4 consoles. I wanted to
say “hi” but I was way to nervous, You looked amazing by
the way.
I am a Woman. I saw a Woman.
Where: Pyramid Marriott on 5/11/2019.

office space. Upstairs location
above Yoga Art Space on
Comanche and Wyoming.
Female therapists only please.
Call Gwynne for details. 575-
313-3703.
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Across

1 Pamphlet

6 Economic upswing

10 One pronoun option of
many

13 Dizzy Gillespie’s faith

14 Praise in the paper,
perhaps

15 Forest father

16 Trunk contents

18 Facto intro

19 “Peter Pan” beast, briefly

20 Unchecked

22 “Fantastic Mr. Fox” author
Roald

25 Just makes (out)

27 Closes

28 It might be smoked in a
den

30 Hobbit corrupted by the
Ring

32 “It’s alright”

34 Tea container

35 Supermodel Taylor

38 Approves of

39 Groups two by two, as
with this puzzle’s theme
answers?

42 Hot glue ___

43 Crunch counts

45 Game with 108 cards

46 Quizzing

48 Trap set in the kitchen,
maybe

51 Danger

52 ___ a bone

54 Alliance of nations

56 Otherwise

57 Like a certain Freudian
complex

59 Apiary dwellers

61 Colorado resort

62 Seat near the yard

67 Fumbles

68 Cornell of Cornell
University

69 Swiftness

70 JFK flier, once

71 Recognizes

72 Walla Walla vegetable

Down

1 “Full Frontal with
Samantha Bee” network

2 Chance field?

3 Solver’s epiphany sound

4 Group that shows off old
Mustangs, e.g.

5 Level in an arena

6 Lego units

7 Item in a rowlock

8 On another continent,
perhaps

9 Home to the Arizona
Museum of Natural History

10 German beer brand
distributed by Anheuser-
Busch

11 “Who ___?”

12 Rare award feats, for
short

15 Transfer gas, in a way

17 Shoe front

21 Flavor enhancer, for short

22 Blood bank supporter

23 Pig in ___

24 Strikes it rich

26 Involve, as in conflict

29 Hiking trail display

31 Chihuahua drink?

33 Apply crudely

36 Mila of “Black Swan”

37 Fireplace, in England

40 Flaming

41 Nintendo DS competitor,
for short

44 Racers in 2013’s “Turbo”

47 Captain Kangaroo player
Bob

49 1/6 of a fl. oz.

50 “Arrested Development”
character F¸nke

52 Peace symbols

53 Brings up

55 John Legere for T-Mobile,
e.g.

58 Inhabitants of a certain
sci-fi planet

60 Alexa’s device

63 “Boyz N the Hood”
protagonist Styles

64 “Unaccustomed ___ am
...”

65 Lance of the O.J. trial

66 Stimpy’s companion

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Two By Two”—let’s get together.
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